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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

21" Giant "Ditko is Amazing" King Size Hard Bound Compilation of Spiderman Classic Comics - Featuring pencil sketches and cover art 
of  Marvel Comics Steven Ditko artist and co-creator of Spiderman and several of the all time classic Spiderman comics - 1962 
Amazing Fantasy #15, 1963 The Amazing Spider-man #3, 11-13, 24, 31-33 and 1964 Annual 1-2 - in King Size format- Factory sealed, 
never opened! {in house shipping available}

2

Bob Bennett Bronze Sculpture of Interlocking Circles and Arches, 1993 15/50 - 1928-2003 Calilfornia sculptural artist, 20.5" x 18" x 
13" size, open leaf form pierces slanted open oval mounted above open ovoid foot, verdigris bronze stippled patina combines with 
high polish planes to create a striking effect - signed dated and numbered on base verso - in the late 1960s Bob his twin brother, Tom 
were recognized for welded wire sculptures, which they began fashioning in the back of a service station they owned. Wanting to 
expand on their artistic vision, the brothers changed mediums, and in 1974 began to produce a new line of sculpture, which was cast 
and finished in highly polished bronze. Soon after, they started the Bennett Sculpture foundry and galleries, which included eleven 
galleries throughout the United States including Hawaii. In the late 1990s, the brothers divested themselves of their foundry and 
galleries so they could concentrate full time on their art. In April, 2003, Bob Bennett died. Tom continues to work in the medium, 
style and spirit he perfected with his brother Bob. Collectors include Presidents George Bush and Gerald Ford, Pope John II, Clint 
Eastwood, Sammy Davis Jr., Ray Charles, Sonny Bono, Sylvester Stallone, Tony Bennett, Diana Ross, Magic Johnson and Kareer Abdul-
Jabbar. {in house shipping available}

3

22" Mid-Century Modern Wooden Art Abstract Sculpture on Square Black Base - 
Attributed to German woodworker who did much of the woodwork in the Lincoln Center, purchased from his wife after his death - 
info relayed at time of purchase but not recorded so name has been forgotten - excellent craftsmanship and style! - (In House 
Shipping Available)

4
Marvel The Thng LE Figure Sculpted by Randy Bowen, #314 of 950 - Great detail and form of Marvel Comics The Thing of the Fantastic 
Four by Randy Bowen, stellar name in modern pop art figure classics in a very limited series of 950, design connected to the Marvel 
Now! 2012 Fantastic Four comic release {in house shipping available}

5
120" x 164" Hand Knotted semi Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Red center field with all over arabesque floral design, wide cobalt 
border of Sha Abbas and other flower accents within floral spray braches and triple mirrored guard bands  {local pick up only or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping}

6

David Lotton 1990 Signed Selenium Red Iridescent Art Glass Vase - Silky smooth finish in superb aurene/ iridescence, striking simple 
form and deep red color. Deceptively simple, this piece yearns to be held. David Lotton is a second generation American glassblower. 
He is the oldest son of Charles Lotton and was introduced to the world of glassblowing at a very young age. He was at the legendary 
Lotton Glass studios in Crete Illinois in his infancy and was Charles first assistant at the age of ten. When most children were playing 
childhood games he was spending time after school and on the weekends helping him at the bench. By the age of 14 he started 
learning how to do finishing work, polishing the bottom of the glass flat. David eventually followed in his fathers' footsteps and by the 
age of 15 began making paperweights. David has been creating his one of a kind vessels since 1978. His unique handcrafted works are 
designed with precise attention to detail. Developing his own glass formulas, David has created a complex palette of colors.- in house 
shipping available

7
Rare Kodak Ektra 35mm Film Camera With 50mm 1.9 Ektar Lens - Kodak's and Americas last attempt to make the finest system 35mm 
camera, introduced in 1941 with little success, re introduced in 1948 for WOW $700.00.  Ektra's first and features are very 
impressive. sold as is,  unknown if works always better to clean before using. {in house shipping available}

8

Marvel Fantastic Four 2012 3 Pc LE Set of Desk Sculptuters Mike Cusanelli/ Bowen #453 of 500 - Great detail and form of Marvel 
Comics Reed Richards Mister Fantastic, Sue Storm The Invisible Woman and Johnny Storm The Human Torch of the Fantastic Four by 
Cusanelli for Bowen designs, a stellar name in modern pop art figure classics in a very limited 3 pc set of 500, design connected to the 
Marvel Now! 2012 Fantastic Four comic release - each fits into their signed and numbered bases, Johnny holds a flame in his hand 
(separate piece) - in house shipping available

9

Cristobal Gonzalez Guzman Ecuador "Faces" 2000 -
unframed 42" X 31" stretched canvas.  Cristóbal González Guzmán, a Quito painter, born in 1955, a renowned Ecuadorian painter and one of 
the most important colorists in the country, he exhibited in Miami, at the Spanish Heritage Week in 1986, and in the same year he exhibited at 
the Cuenca Biennial. . He exhibited in Brussels, 1991 at the Contrast Gallery, La Jeune Pinture Equatorienne. In 1992 his works were presented at 
the Metropolitan Art Gallery, El color en tiempo de shock. These are some of the many exhibitions in which the artist participated both 
nationally and internationally. Neo-figuration in a line of varied recoveries: pop-art, kitsch, children's drawing, and great figures of the art of the 
century, Matisse and Dufy. For a humorous expression of mockery of bad taste and other aberrations of our society. The figures, with an 
elementary ugly drawing, are resolved by strongly delineated geometrical planes that are painted with a color also rooted in pop, kitsch and 
childishness. Hernán Rodríguez Castelo, "New Critical Dictionary of 20th Century Ecuadorian Plastic Artists" {in house shipping available}

10
Beautiful 14k Gold & Diamond Ring with Recent $7000 Appraisal - 0.60 carat round brilliant center VS1, 10 full cut estimate 
0.45  carat total weight 9-VS & 1 I1, & 9 single cut 0.09 est. total carat weight VS-S1 - size: 7 (5.4 dwt. incl. diamonds) {in house 
shipping available}

11
United States Type Cents Display 1853, 1858, 1900, 1909 and 1995-D - 1853 Braided Hair Liberty large cent VF, 1858 Flying Eagle 
small letters XF grade (cleaned), 1900 Indian Head XF, 1909 Lincoln wheat cent XF and 1995-D Lincoln memorial UNC bright luster - 
Nice Set! - grading is opinion, examine photos for details - in house shipping available

12

2 1/18 Scale Diecast Cars - Carousel 1 AJ Foyt 1961 Watson Roadster & CMC 1938 Mercedes-Benz W-154 - great die cast car limited 
edition cars - Carousel 1 # 4401 A J Foyt 1961 Indy 500 Winner Watson Roadster 1:18 Die Cast Model Race Car, hinged hood opens to 
show motor, some minor dirt from being displayed, with all boxes (outer box, inner info box and pull out box in which the car sits, 
sides decorated with line of public  admiring the car as it sits on a simulated brick platform, serial  # 7261) with COA, and CMC GmbH 
1938 Mercedes-Benz W-154 "The Great Victor of France 1938"  M-025 Die-cast car in silver with blue seat, removable hood, exhaust 
pipe on left side is loose in front but attached-  original silver finish box with minor mars and  styrofoam inner liner, serial # 1294, 
neither car is mounted to box, both limited editions of unknown amount - in house shipping available

13 Tasco Professional 16 1/2" Microscope with Case - Focus adjustment and light works, lenses need cleaning - local pick up only
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14
French Open Escapement Black Slate Cased Mantle Clock - 15 " X 9 1/4" X 5 3/4" case, 3 1/2" french movement, open escapement, 
key wind, strikes on half hour, porcelain face Roman numbers, black slate case with carved leaf accents with gold. Esthetic movement 
design. (Some repairsto case see photos) [In house shipping available heavy dbl box charge]

15 Vintage OXO Pinball Machine by Williams Electronics with Orig. Instruction Manual & Schematics - (not working, no key, as is) {local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

16 Fenton Rose Embossed Ruby Overlay Student Table Lamp - No chips, cracks or breaks to glass, great form, brass fittings mounted to 
marble base, working - in house shipping available, large size box

17 2 Pcs. Vintage Framed Jewelry Art - Christmas tree on green velvet 22.25"x18.25" & basket on green velvet 13.75"x11.25" {jn house 
shipping available}

18

Dan Mitra Romania / United States Copper Plate Etching "Spoon Bill" - Limited edition 18 of 750 signed numbered and titled. plate 
size 6 3/4" X 11 3/4" framed and matted size 18" X 23"   Before coming to the U.S. from Romania, Dan Mitra worked as a graphic 
designer for both motion pictures and the theater. He published graphics in various magazines, and won prizes in several art 
competitions in Italy. Although he has excelled in such varied media as painting, sculpture, and drawing. Mitra first began to explore 
the field of etching after entering the U.S. A natural facility added to an intense enthusiasm assured him an immediate success. His 
subject matter covers a wide range topics, and he approaches it always from a decorative viewpoint and creates a pleasing addition 
to any interior by his distinctively fine line, unflawed technique and attention to subtle detail. Dan has been doing etchings for many 
years and has perfected his technique. Each one is unique in that they are colored by hand and no two are ever exactly the same. He 
built his etching press himself and is extremely detailed in his work. {in house shipping available}

19 Gently Used Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver Heart Tag Charm Bracelet - With Box Bag And Card, extra heart charm (not soldered on) 
original heart charm was engraved and engraving buffed off. {in house shipping available}

20

2 1834 Hard Time Tokens - Boar Front, Jackson Reverse, Jackson Front/ Donkey Reverse - "Plain System Void of Pomp" With Image of 
Andrew Jackson Holding Sword and Bag of Money,  "The Constitution As I Understand It" reverse surround, Roman Firmness/ Horse 
with Platform and LLD stamped in body 1834 center and "1834 Perish Credit Perish Commerce" Surround, My Victory Running boar 
with My Third Head over and Down with The Bank Center Obverse, "My Substitute for the US Bank" surround, Bust of Jackson My 
Experiment, My Currency My Glory" center (good original luster, strong details) - in house shipping available

21

3 Anna Kerekes Hungarian b1928 Oil on Panel Naturalistic Paintings of Birds - Painter, graphic artist, costume designer, skilled 
execution and precise brush work creates realistic feather texture and breathes life into the birds -12" x 9" hawk perched on fence 
and 9" x 12" hawk with prey on ground with one wing out (17" x 20" matching ornate antique gold frames) and 9 1/4""×12" 
Himalayan Monal Pheasant in 13"x7 1/4" frame. 1942-46: School of Industrial Drawing; After 1956, he studied art history at the Attila 
József Free University, and took part in professional training at József Somogyi and Károly Koffán. After completing his studies, he 
worked at IPARTERV, later at the Museum of Natural History, the Agricultural, Technical and Academic Publishing House, and finally - 
between 1966-90 - at the Képcsarnok Company. He went on study trips to Romania, Germany and Canada; He is a member of the 
Bagatell Association of Fine and Applied Artists, the Dunaharaszti Art Association (DME) and the Association of Art Friends. He draws 
the theme of his paintings from nature: an authentic depiction of trees, animals and the farm world.

22 14K Yellow & White Gold Locking Wire Earings With Diamonds & Pink Quartz - 3/8" round pendent. {in house shipping available}

23
2 Higher Grade Uncirculated Morgan Silver Dollars - 1881-O and 1898 - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the 
lightest of bag marks and surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in 
house shipping available

24 Merilyn Rocks Active Massacehusetts Oil On Canvas Board "Rocky Coast" - unframed 12" x 16"   framed 19 1/2" x 23 1/2"  Local pick 
up and in house shipping available.

25 3 Pieces Of Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry - Cuff Bracelet with large oval agate (with stabilized crack), hand tooled belt buckle 
with Turquoise 2 3/8" X 3 1/8", Pin/pendent cardinal bird signed S.C. Edaakie, Zuni. {in house shipping availble}

26
3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1882, 1884 and 1896 - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the lightest of 
bag marks and surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available

27

Tom Nicholas (Born 1934) is active/lives in Massachusetts, Connecticut. "Ship Wreck" Oil On Board - unframed 13 1/2" x 15" framed 
18 1/4" x 20 1/4"  Born Middletown, Connecticut, September 25, 1934, Studied with Erenst Lehrmann 1949-1953 Scholarship; The 
School of Visual Arts in New York 1953-1956. Exhibits : American Watercolor Society; Allied Artists of America; New York Salmagundi 
Club ; Connecticut Watercolor Society; Academic Art Association; Rockport Art Association; North Shore Art Association; Meriden Arts 
and Crafts Association; Knickerbocker Artists. Local pick up or in house shipping available

28 1- 7 1/2" Black Onyx and sterling silver bracelet with 8 carved Aztec masks, 1- 7 1/2" Green Stone a - 2 Vintage Taxco Mexico 930 & 
Sterling Silver Black Onyx And Green Stone Bracelets {in house shipping available}

29 1904 MS Grade Morgan Silver Dollar - WCG graded and slabbed MS-67 (grade is opinion of World Coin Grading see photos for details) 
{in house shipping availabe}

30

John Paul Manship (1927 - 2000) was active/lived in New York. - oil on cancas July 25th 1979 "Geraniums In Antique Urn" unframed 
14" x 11"   framed 19" x 16" Original Show tag on verso see photo,  He first studied art at the High School of Music and Art in New 
York City and graduated magna cum laude from Harvard College. During the 10 years 1955-1965 he studied art in Europe, primarily at 
the Brera School in Milan, Italy. Unlike his father, Paul Manship, John completed many fine religious works of art for churches in 
Rhode Island and in New York City. He later studied watercolor painting techniques, and as a result of his watercolors he was elected 
an honorary member of the American Watercolor Society. John Manship's rapidity of painting is well known.  Swiftness in capturing 
the elusive light of a particular scene was essential to him.  His paintings are very much impressionist in nature as a result.  A soft 
misty light can filter through shadows, or an intense bright sunlight can reflect off of buildings in his paintings. {in house shipping 
available}
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31 14K White Gold Filagree Ring With Amber Stone - size 4 1/2 (1.2 dwt total) {in house shipping available}

32
Brilliant Uncirculated 1884-CC Morgan Silver Dollar - High grade coin, with great luster only the lightest of bag marks and surface 
blemishes, worthy of professional grading.Carson City mintage, Grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available

33

Harry William Powers (1880 - 1957) was active/lived in Massachusetts. "Still Life With Blue Vase" - Oil on panel unframed 8" x 10" 
framed 12 x 14 1/2" His work has much variety, but Mr. Powers gives special attention to landscape painting. The subjects of most of 
his pictures have been gathered in Lynn, Marblehead, Saugus, Salem pastures, the marshes Swampscott and Nahant; also along the 
Merrimac river in houseboat, where he has spent many holidays and weekends in study, together with Paul W. Rowell, Peter 
MacLardie and Fred Oliver.  He was a charter member, organizer, and past vice president of the Lynn Art Club. He was also a charter 
member of the Marblehead Arts Association and one of the oldest members of the North Shore Arts Association. local pick up and in 
house shipping available.

34

Lot Of 4 WWII Era Sterling Silver Military And Masonic Rings - As found untouched uncleaned.theater 
worn.  1- Vintage Demolay Chevalier / Masonic Ring size 8 1/2 inside inscription W. Glenn Lockhart, WWII Theater Made US Army 
Signet ring size 8 1/2, USN Theater Made Signet Ring size 11  (band as is see photo), WWII 1944 Iran Middle East Theater Made Ring 
size 11. total ozt 1.745 all 4 one money {in house shipping available}

35 4 Higher Grade UNC 1923 Silver Peace Dollars - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the lightest of bag marks and 
surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house shipping available

36 J. Moretti Still Life Oil on Canvas Painting - canvas: 24"x36", frame: 31.5"x43.5" {in house shipping available}

37 14K Yellow Gold Mounted Carved Shell Cameo "Bust Of Lady" Brooch / Pendent - Stainless steel pin and 14K gold mount. 1 1/2" X 1 1
/4".  {in house shipping available}

38 4 Shield Nickel Die Variety Coins - 1867 NR DDO S2-1001 F-0S1.01 (?) VF?XF, 1868 2 Broken Letters FS-902, 1868 Rev '67 DDO SW 
Major S1-7003, FS3.97, F.43 and 1874 DDO SE F-07 F++

39 Oil On Board Lava Flow "Wild Fire" Painting - 24" X 36" unframed, 2" X 43 1/4" framed. Hawaiian lava flow forest fire and water 
landscape. signed lower left illegible (Mizziano?). {In house shipping available}

40 14K Yellow Gold & Diamond Heart Pendant And Rope Chain - 20" chain with 1' x 3/4" heart with approx 1 ct total weight 20 cut 
diamonds  (5.6 dwt total weight)  {in house shipping available}

41 2 Morgan Silver Dollars Slabbed 1885 rainbow toned and 1921-D - 1885 in slab with faded MS66 grade by Specialty Coin Grading 
(grading is opinion of SCG, check out photos for actual coin details) - in house shipping available

42 J. Garrah Original Oil On Canvas "Ladies In Parlor" - 24" X 36" unframed, 29 1/2" X 41 1/4" framed. signed lower right. {in house 
shipping available}

43 10K Yellow Gold Fish Earrings With Glass Eyes - backs marked 14k and test 14k, the fish test out 10K fish 1 1/4" long. 1.9 dwt {in 
house shipping available}

44

Lot Of 7 Vintage Car Racing Lapel Pins Incl. Indy - 1-USAC race mechanic enamel pin screw back, CSRA  member enamel pin screw 
back, 1956 Indianapolis Motor Speedway "Home Of The 500 Mile Race" #1857 bar pin made by Bastian Bros., 1980 Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway BEAR 50 yrs at Indy pin. # 417, 1958 Indianapolis Motor Speedway # 1576 Pin made by Bastian Bros. 
1962 Indianapolis Motor Speedway # 5510 Pin made by Bastian Bros., Indianapolis Motor Speedway 50th anniversary 1911-1961 # 
5478 Pin, and 1956 Indianapolis Motor Speedway # 1857 Pin made by Bastian Bros.  all in great condition see photos {in house 
shipping available}

45

Marion Gray Traver (1892 - 1964) was active/lived in New York. "Through Snowy Woods" - Oil On board unframed 12"x 16" framed 
16" x 20 1/2" Born in Elmhurst, New York, she studied art with her father, George Traver. Until his death, she shared a studio with 
him for many years in New York City. Her favorite subject and the one that brought her much acclaim was New England winter 
scenes. She was active from 1918 to 1946 in the National Association of Women Artists. Among her many exhibition venues were the 
National Academy of Design from 1925 to 1935, the 1931 International Art Club in London, and the Catherine Wolfe Art Club in New 
York. Source: Paul Sternberg, Art by American Women. local pick up or in house shipping available

46
Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver Oval ID Tag Double Wire Bangle / Bracelet. - Gently used Tiffany and Co. Silver Oval ID Tag Double Wire 
Bangle / Bracelet. This piece is made from solid Tiffany silver, The face was never engraved if you want to personalize it. Comes with 
original box, pouch, and paperwork. {in house shipping available}

47

Large Lot Of 59 Cut Citrine Gemstones - 23 lemon yellow Citrine cut stones; 2 matched oval 10X14mm checker board cut, 2 matched 
pear 18X13mm checker board cut, 1 oval 26X18mm 33.3 ct checker board cut, 1 fancy cut heart 24 ct,  lot of 6 pear checker board cut 
stones  64.5 total ct, lot of 6  10X14mm oval checker board cut, lot of 5 odd size and shape cut stones. 46 golden yellow citrine cut 
stones, 2 9X12mm oval cut, 2 8X10mm emerald cut, 4 10X14mm oval cut, 2 9X7 emerald cut, 6 9X7 emerald cut, 10 6mm round cut, 6 
b9X12mm oval cut, 2 10X14mm oval cut, 3 6mm round cut, 6 8X10mm emerald cut {in house shipping available}

48 Doris E. Callison Lived In Fort Myers Beach Florida -  Fort Myers Beach Art Association member oil on canvas "Seascape" unframed 
12" x 16"  framed 17" x 21"  in house shipping available

49 14K Yellow Gold Shrimp Earrings - 1 1/4" wide X 3/8" (2.2 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

50

4 US Hard Times Tokens - 1837 Liberty, Illustrious Predecessor, Responsibility & Merchants Exchange - 1837 Liberty Bust E Pluribus 
Unum obverse, Millions For Defense srurround Not one Cent fro Tribute with dash within wreath, 1937 Illustrious Predecessor Sub 
Treasury strongbox on back of Turtle Fiscal Agent, Running "Jackass" I Follow in the Stes of My  Illustrious Predecessor Rulau 19, I 
Take Responsibility with Jackson in strong box with sword obverse, Mule LLD Roman Firmness and Veto center The Constitution as I 
Understand It surround Rulau #51, Merchant's Exchange Wall Street New York built 1827, Burnt 1835 Memorial/ Millions for Defense 
surround, Not one Cent for Tribute inside wreath center Rulau 97 - in house Shipping available
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51

William Harris & J. R. Wilcox Hand Colored Florida Scenic Landscapes - William Harris " Lake Luczerne Orlando,FL" unframed 6"
X16",  framed 13"x23" -  J. Ralph Wilcox (1866 - 1915) was active/lived in Florida, New York / Canada.  Wilcox is known for Luminous 
swamp landscape painting. Miniature watercolor, Florida waterway, unframed 3 1/2"x3"  framed  7 3/8"x5 7/16"  {in house shipping 
available}

52 14k Gold Amethyst & Diamond Ring - 14x9mm oval amethyst with 4 diamond accents on each side - size: 6 (3.2 dwt. incl. stones, 
some wear on the amethyst and a tiny chip on edge) {in house shipping available}

53 4 Higher Grade UNC 1922 Silver Peace Dollars - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the lightest of bag marks and 
surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house shipping available

54 20th Century Oil On Canvas "Polo Players" Abstract Impasto Painting - oil on stretched canvas 21" X 24" framed 31" X 35". signed 
lower right Vanbrugh. {in house shipping available}

55 14k Gold Cat Pin with Diamond Eyes - 1 7/8" tall x 3/4" wide (2.9 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

56 8 -1865/1865 RPD-003 FS-304 Three Cent Nickel Die Variety Error Coins - Major repunched date - in house shipping available

57 Courccelles Art Deco Signed Etching "In Repose" - hand colored Deco image, plate size 13" X 17 1/4" framed and matted 17 1/8" X 23 
1/8" signed and titled in pencil. {in house shipping available}

58 Polished Shell Set in 10k Gold with Diamond Accents Pendant - modern bubble design white gold with yellow gold backing - 1 1/4" 
diameter (4.4 dwt. incl. shell) {in house shipping available}

59
Brilliant Uncirculated 1883-CC Morgan Silver Dollar - High grade coin, with great luster only the lightest of bag marks and surface 
blemishes, worthy of professional grading.Carson City mintage, Grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available

60
Jim Tweedy (Born 1958) is active/lives in Louisiana Oil On Canvas .Red Cat "A Day At The Beach" - Jim Tweedy is known for Whimsical 
animal paintings. The cat is one of his trade marks. signed dated and inscribed on verso.  unframed 16" x 20", framed 17 3/4" x 21 1
/2"  local pick up and in house shipping available

61 14K White Gold And Lab Created Ruby - size 8 1/2 (2.1 dwt total) {in house shipping available}

62
2 Better Date Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1904-O and 1902-O - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the 
lightest of bag marks and surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in 
house shipping available

63 1926 Oil On Canvas Board "Hidden In The Trees" Unknown Artist - monogrammed lower left and dated 1926, unframed 12" x 
10"  framed 19" x 17"  local pick up and in house shipping available

64 10K Yellow Gold Tanzanite And Diamond Bangle Bracelet with Locking Clasp - 2 1/2" X 2" with 5 oval Tanzanite stones flanked by two 
diamond chips,  (2.5 dwt total weight)  {in house shipping available}

65
3 Morgan Silver Dollars - NM/MS/UNC - 1880-S, 1884 and 1886 - Higher grade coins, scarce years with great luster only the lightest of 
bag marks and surface blemishes, worthy of professional grading - grading is opinion, please examine photos for details - in house 
shipping available

66

Pamela Fox b 1938 New York, Oil On Board "Old Farm In Winter" - Pamela Fox was born in 1938 and was predominantly influenced by 
the 1950s. New York City became the focus for modernism on an international scale during the Post-War period. Many artists had 
traveled to the city during the Second World War, fleeing in exile from Europe. This led to a significant pooling of talent and 
ideas. unframed 12"x16" framed 18"x21 1/2" {local pick up and in house shipping available}

67 10K Yellow Gold Love With Diamonds And 10K Gold Chain - 18" chain, 25 diamond chips (1.3 dwt total) {in house shipping available}

68

4 US Hard Times Tokens - 1837 Liberty, Illustrious Predecessor, 1841 Webster, Merchant's Exchange + - I Take Responsibility Jackson 
in Strongbox obverse, Jackass with LLD standing on line  Roman Firmness Veto center with The Constitution As I Understand It" 
surround, 1837 Liberty Bust E Pluribus Unum / Millions for Defense Surround Not one Cent for tribute with dash within wreath 
center, Merchants Exchange Wall St New York Suround Built 1827 Burnt 1835/Millions for Defense Surround Not one Cent for tribute 
(no dash)within wreath center, and 1841 Daniel Webster Constitution Sailing Ship on still waters " Webster Credit Current 1841" 
surround , Van Burrent Metallic Current with "Experiment" crashing on shore with lightning hit masts Rulau 62 - in house Shipping 
Available

69 M. Resnick Feb 26 1965 "River Landscape" - Oil on canvas board dated and signed on verso, Galerie Paula Insel New York Label on 
verso. {in house shipping available}

70

Lot Of 7 Handmade MCM Mid Century Modern Sterling & 800 Silver Jewelry - 7 1/2 " twisted rope and convex mirror cuff bracelet,  2- 
Amber brooches, 1- carved jade set in gold washed sterling brooch, 1- pair of  Art Nouveau 800 silver Plique a Jour enamel cuff links, 
1- sterling silver necklace with 5 teardrop amber cabochon pendant., 1- sterling silver necklace with egg yoke amber pendant.  {in 
house shipping available}

71 Die Variety Error Shield nickels - 1868 Rev 67 XF/AU (UNL?), 1868/1 Rev '67 RPD? XF+ (tiny dig top right rev). 1868/1868 Rev '67 BU 
RPD, 1868/1868 Rev '67 RPD Unknown VF, and 1868/68 Rev '67 RPD Unlisted XF - 

72 C. Muller Oil On Canvas "Woodland Stream" -  {in house shipping available}

73 14K White Gold & Diamond Bow 1 Year Aniversary Ring - called a diamond hugger - size 5 (1.4 dwt total) {in house shipping available}
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74 17 UNC 1955-D Silver Quarters with Beautiful Luster - grading is opinion, examine photos for details - in house shipping available

75 Su Daitch 2012 Acrylic On Canvas "Keyboard" - Floridian Artist 31 7/8" X 19 7/8" Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. 
{in house shipping available}

76 2 Hand Knotted Freshwater Pearl Necklaces with Fine Findings - 16" vintage 6mm with sterling clasp & 17" 5mm semi-round with 14k 
gold clasp - contents only {in house shipping available}

77 5 MS 65 1967 Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars (1 NGC, 4 PCGS) - in house shipping available

78 Su Daitch 2007 Acrylic On Canvas "Happoy House" # 200 - Florida Artist 12 7/8" X 21 1/4"  Unframed {made to hang unframed 
painted edges}. {in house shipping available}

79

18K Yellow Gold And Sterling Silver 6 Link Panel 1950s Peruvian Peru Bracelet - This is a lovely vintage Peruvian hand-crafted 925 
Sterling silver bracelet with 18K Gold applied motifs on each of the six black enameled panels. The 18K gold motifs include lamas and 
other ethnic Peruvian Inca symbols/emblems. The bracelet is marked "925" and "18K" on the reverse side. It is 7" long and has a 
diameter of approximately 2 1/2" when the clasp is closed. 1.065 ozt  {in house shipping available}

80

3 US Hard Times Tokens 1837 Phoenix & 1841 Webster Ship/ Not One Cent, 1841 Ship/ 1837 Shipwreck - 1837 with Phoenix 
"Substitute for Shin Plasters Novr 1837" Surround, Millions for Defense surround/ Not One Cent for Tribute reverse with in wreath 
(Rulau #45), Webster Credit Current 1841 with "Constitution" ship in full glory on still waters obverse "Van Buren Metallic Currency 
1837"  with"Experiment" ship crashing ashore on violent waves with lightning strikes and broken masts reverse Rulau #62) 1841 with 
Daniel Webster obverse, Millions for Defense surround straight line Not One cent For Tribute within starred corona reverse (Rulau 
#58) - in house shipping available

81 Su Daitch 2010 Acrylic On Canvas "Oh Say Can You See" - Floridian Artist16" X 16" Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. 
{in house shipping available}

82 Lot Of 9 Dotty Smith Goldtone Belt Buckles - 1 Pair each - shell, flying birds, horse stirrups, ducks, mushrooms, bamboo oval, snail, 
graduated disks, and floral plaque all are signed. {in house shipping available}

83

8 Antique US Coins -
1835 Capped Liberty and 1910 Barber half dollars 1929 Standing Liberty Quarter F, 1839-O half dime (90 degree rotated Die with dent 
or bent noticeable near top of reverse) G, 1855 with Arrows half dime VF cleaned, 1869 two cents piece VG and 1907 V Nickel and 
1907 Indian Head cent/ penny marked on card "4 Diamonds Bronze XF+" - grades are opinions, check photos for details - in 
house shipping available

84 Su Daitch 2009 Acrylic On Canvas "Wiggles" # 2 - Floridian Artist 36 X 36 Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. {in house 
shipping available}

85 10K Yellow Gold 8" Rope Bracelet - in original box (0.7 dwt)  {in house shipping Available}

86 Franklin Half Dollar Whitman's Coin Album #9425 COMPLETE - 35 coins - full set of Franklin silver half dollars - various grades - see 
photos for details - in house shipping available

87 Su Daitch 2006 Acrylic On Canvas "untitled Abstract" 2014 - Floridian Artist 23 7/8" X 23 7/8" Unframed {made to hang unframed 
painted edges}. {in house shipping available}

88 Men's Vintage Cats Eye Moonstone 14k Gold Ring - with emerald accents - size: 11 (6.8 dwt.) {in house shipping available}

89

6 Pokémon Rare Holo and Reverse Holo Special Interest Cards - Sceptile 20/109 EX Ruby and Sapphire, Magneton 10/64 Neo 
Revelation, Espeon 2/90 Ubdaunted Series, Yanma SH9 promo Platinum Super Victors, Jumpluff 9/64 Neo Revelation (all NM/lightly 
played), and Dark Donphan 3/105 Neo Destiny Series moderately played with crease (condition is opinion, examine photos for details 
- in. house shipping available)

90 Su Daitch 2004 Acrylic On Canvas "Stuck in the middle again" - Floridian Artist 35 X 35 Unframed {made to hang unframed painted 
edges}. {in house shipping available}

91 Lot Of Five 14K Yellow Gold Charms - open heart, 4 leaf clover, balloon heart, infinity ring and bear (3.6 total dwt) {in house shipping 
available}

92 3 MS 66 1949-S Key Date Roosevelt Silver Dimes - In house shipping available through Priority Mail

93 Su Daitch 2006 Acrylic On Canvas "Happy House" # 187 - Floridian Artist 35 3/4" X 35 3/4" Unframed {made to hang unframed 
painted edges}. {in house shipping available}

94 10K Yellow Gold And Hematite Ring - size 5 1/2,  10X8mm hematite intaglio set in 10k yellow gold (2.8 dwt total) {in house shipping 
available}

95 11 BU Washington Silver Quarters From 1939-19594 - 1939, 1946, 1948-D, 1950, 1950-D, 1951, 1952, 1955, 1955-D, 1958-D, 1959 - 
grading is opinion, examine photos for details - in house shipping available

96 Vintage Wurlitzer Accordion in Carrying Case - buttercream with 120 base keys & 23 white keys (keys stick and wear in leather strap) 
{in house shipping available}

97 18K White Gold Filagree Ring With Unusual Agate Cabochon - 5mm agate cabochon prong set in art deco filagree white gold ring, size 
6 1/2 {in house shipping available}
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98
2 Hard to Find Rarer Pokemon Holo Trading Cards - Dark Tyranitar 11/105 and Misdreavus 11/64 - Neo Destiny Rare Holo Dark 
Tyranitar has edge abbraisons just to the  narrowest edge of holo, Neo Revalation Rare Holo Misdreavus looks great, minor loss to 
back of card from sticking in upper right corner - see picture for details - in house shipping available

99 Large Lot Of Collectible Enamel Cookware - roaster, buckets, pie plates, slop pot with lid, coffee pots, multi-color demitasse cups, 
refrigerator boxes  and more. {local pickup or in house shipping available with oversize box charge}

100 14K White Gold Sapphire & Diamond Ring - 6 sapphires and 2 diamonds - size 4 (1.6 dwt total) {in house shipping available}

101 8 1869/1869 RPD-001 FS-302 Three Cent Nickel Die Variety Error Coins - in house shipping available

102
Giant Clam Shell (Tridacna gigas) 24" X 14" - The preserved giant clam (Tridacna gigas) shell survives from the south pacific or Indian 
oceans from the first half of the twentieth century. great condition See Photos  {in house shipping available}
 

103 10K Yellow Gold Pink Quartz & Sky Blue Topaz Ring - size 6, oval 12 X 9 mm sky blue topaz surrounded by 12 pear shaped pink quartz 
all prong set in 10K yellow gold. {in house shipping available}

104 5 -1867 Unatributted RPD Die Variety Error Shield nickels - 5 re-punched date 1867 shield nickels, unattributed varieties when first 
discovered - 1867/18 RPD w/ Rev Rim Cuds, Rev Planchet Flaw XF+,  4-1867/7 RPD  (2 XF and 2 VF), in house shipping available

105

12" x 17" King Size Eric Powell's The Goon Chinatown & The Mystery of Mr Wicker Artist's Edition - Beautiful layout with rich colors 
featuring Powell's distinctive use of layered colors, watercolor and ink washes that draw the reader into his stories. Pencil sketches, 
storyboards and other artwork fill out this selection of works that gained Powell 2 Eisner Awards. Factory sealed, unopened and 
unread in mint condition - in house shipping available 

106
Replica Patek Philippe Sky Moon Tourbillon - Stainless steel case with IPG galvanic, Leather skin strap, Automatic clasp of cross 
calatvara form, Mechanical movement with auto winding and quartz movt. Mineral flat glass, Time, Date, Day of week, month, AM
/PM indicator No box, papers or warranty. {in house shipping available}

107 6 1872 DDO Shield Nickel Die Varieties - Varied versions fo double die obverse characteristics - S1-1001 Major DDO south F+, F-107 
XF-40, F-110 (F/VF and VF+), F-111/S2-1000.6 and F111 or F119 XF - in house Shipping available

108
Lot Of 6 Vintage Blue Le Creuset Cookware - 1- #14 balloon sauce pan with lid, 1-#3 casserole ramekin, 1- #24 pate terrine with lid, 1- 
6 1//2" skillet, 1-9" skillet with ribbed bottom, and # 20 Au  Gratin oval casserole. Used condition see photos for details. {in house 
shipping available}

109 14K Yellow Gold Diamond Marquise Cluster Ring - size 8, 9 diamonds make up the marquise cluster. 5.3 dwt {in house shipping 
available}

110 T-67 1864 $20 Confederate States Of America Twenty Dollar Bill PCGS Currency Graded Fine 15 - in house shipping available

111 Vintage Red Leather Shortrip Carry-On Cosmetic Case - plus 3 pair of sunglasses (all as is) {in house shipping available}

112 10K Yellow Gold And Hematite Ring - size 6 1/2 with 30 X 7mm stone (2.5 dwt total) {in house shipping available}

113

Lot Of 160+ Cut Gemstones - including 2 pear shape natural citrine 15 X14mm, 6 natural quartz oval 8X10mm, 20 natural citrine pear 
total wt. 16.7 cts.,50 natural citrine pear total wt. 36.1 cts, 10 light natural citrine mixed shapes and sizes total wt. 107.6 cts, 25 
natural sky blue topaz 5X7mm, 6 oval checker board cut natural amethyst 13X18mm, 6 natural amethyst 10X14 emerald checker 
board face cut, 2 natural amethyst 13X18mm oval, 2 natural amethyst 9X11mm oval, 2 natural amethyst 10X13mm emerald cut, 2 
natural amethyst 10X14 emerald cut, 6 natural amethyst  9X11mm oval, 12 sky blue topaz 5X7mm oval, 15 mixed size and cut aqua, 
citrine, topaz and quartz, 2 oval emeralds, and bag of tumbled tiger eye & amethyst stones. {in house shipping available}

115 2 1/2" X 1 1/4" Shark Tooth Pendant Mounted In 14K Yellow Gold - heavy gold mount. Total 22.2 dwt, guessing more than 50% of this 
weight is gold. {in house shipping available}

116
Tray Lot of Mixed Silver and other US and Foreign Coins and Medallions - 1944 Walking Liberty and 3 Kennedy 40% silver half dollars 
(1966, 1967 and 1968), 6 silver quarters (1942, 1952, 1960-D, 1962-D, 1963, 1964) BU 1964 Roosevelt dime, 1864 two cent piece, 6 
Lincoln wheat cents, silver ganesha lakshmi coin, State of Carolina medallion, 1919 large english penny and more

117 Su Daitch 2009 Acrylic On Canvas "Untitled #294 - Floridian Artist 23 X  23Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. {in 
house shipping available}

118 Vintage Pair Of 18K Yellow Gold And Red Coral Wire Earrings - looks like bunch of grapes. Marked 750 {in house shipping available}

119 6 MS67 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - In house shipping available through Priority Mail

120 Su Daitch 2005 Acrylic On Canvas "One Eyed Jack" - Floridian Artist 24"  X 18"  Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. {in 
house shipping available}

121 14K Yellow Gold And Pink Coral 28" Necklace - aprox. 90 gold ribbed beads and 90 4mm pink coral beads, 14k clasp. - in house 
shipping available

122 1970-D Roll of Unc Kennedy 40% Silver Half Dollars - Key Date - In house shipping available
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123 Unknown Artist "Sheep And Pasture" Oil On Canvas - unframed 12" x 16"  framed 18" 22" signed lower left illegible  local pick up and 
in house shipping available

124 14K Yellow Gold And Fresh Water Pearls Necklace - 36" Long with fresh water pearls knotted on cord with 14K beads ans clasp. {in 
house shipping available}

125
20 Silver Washington Quarters 1932-1959 Including BU/ UNC - 1932 AU, 1940, 1942, 2 -1943, 1953, 1953-D, 2 -1955, 1956 and 1957 
(all BU/ UNC) plus mixed grade 1932, 1941-S, 1942, 1944, 1945, 1947-S, 1949-D, 1954-D and 1955-D -grading is opinion, examine 
photos for details - in house shipping available

126

Isidor Wetchler (1889 - 1980 in New York, California Oil On Board "Vase Of Flowers" - unframed 12" x 16"  framed 17 1/2" x 21 1
/2" born in New York on Sept. 4, 1889. Most of Wetchler's career was spent in NYC. A paint dealer, he painted landscapes in his 
leisure. He was active in southern California in 1939. He died in Forest Hills, NY in November 1980.  local pick up and in house 
shipping available

127 3 Strand 5mm Pearl 16" Necklace 14K Yellow Gold Clasp - {in house shipping available}

128
5 BU Franklin Half Dollars, 1976 Proof Set, US Proof and Other Coins - 1948, 1949-S, 1951, 1953-D, and 1956 High Grade Franklin and 
1964 Kennedy half dollars, 1956 Proof and 1967 Proof-Like silver quarters, 1976 Bicentennial dollar half and quarter Unc silver set ing 
display case, 11 proof quality 2009 and 2010 pennies of varied backs and 1960 small date penny - in house shipping available

129

Charles Shepard Chapman (1879 - 1962) .Oil On Board "Stately Forest" - was active/lived in New Jersey, New York unframed 12" x 
10"  framed 18 1/4" x 16 1/4" Gallery Tag On Verso Grand Central Art Galleries Inc New York, In the 1930s, he was commissioned by 
the Museum of Natural History in New York to paint a thirty-by-thirty-foot mural of the Grand Canyon as a background for the Puma 
group exhibit.  He camped for several weeks at the rim of the Canyon while he worked on this project. {local pick up and in house 
shipping available}

130
Lot Of 12 Pieces Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - Vintage Barse 925 Sterling Multi Stone Pendant & Earrings, art nouveau dragon fly brooch, 
2 hinged bangle bracelets, salt spoon brooch,  brooch from Peru, dragon fly brooch with black onyx stone, 7" charm chain bracelet 
only, and star brooch / pendant  {in house shipping available}

131 Morgan Rare and Scarce Morgan Silver Dollars - 1892-S and 1896-O - 1892-S original mintage of 1,200,000 and 1896-O with original 
mintage of 4,900,000 (toned) - see photos for condition and details - in house shipping available

132
Frederick Alexander Pawla (1876 - 1964) Oil On Canvas Board "Southwest Harbor" - . unframed 12" x 16"  framed 17 1/2" x 21 1
/2"  Frederick Alexander Pawla was active/lived in England, Australia, New York, Florida, and California. He is known for marine 
painting, murals and camouflage. {local pick up and in house shipping available}

133 14K yellow Gold And Emerald Bead Ring - size 6 1/2, 9mm faceted emerald bead (2.1 dwt total weight) {in house shipping available}

134 3 New Orleans Mint Morgan Silver Dollars - 1890-O, 1891-O and 1899-O -  in house shipping available

135 Aquiles Endara Mid 20th C Ecuadorian Artist "Village Landscape" - 17" X 25 1/2"  unframed stretched linen, framed 20" X 28" {in 
house shipping available} 

136 Elsa Schiaparelli Hinged Ribbon & Bows Bracelet Watch With Original Bag - Heavy gold tone bracelet ribbon and bow designed by Elsa 
Schiaparelli with Swiss watch movement, working {in house shipping available}

137 4 MS 68 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - In house shipping available through Priority Mail

138

Charles Craig (1846 - 1931) was active/lived in Colorado, Ohio. Oil On Board "Cowboys And Indians" - unframed 14" x 20"  framed 19 1
/2" x 26"  Inspired by Western and Indian life, Charles Craig did paintings characterized by detailed accuracy, gained from several 
years spent living with various tribes and carefully recording the details of their culture.  A fifty-year resident of Colorado Springs, he 
was the state's first academically trained resident artist, and his paintings reflected many aspects of his region including the Ute 
Indians.                             {local pick up and in house shipping available}

139 14K White Gold & Diamonds 21 Jewel Gruen Ladies Wrist Watch With gold filled Speidel Flexbandq - 16 prong set diamonds - 275-
904  82304Z, working, 21 jewel #275. with Gruen Box and papers - in house shipping available

140 14 PR69DCAM PCGS Silver Kennedy Half Dollars, Consecutive 1992-S tp 2005-S - Superb collection of San Francisco Mint silver proof 
coins with deep cameo beauty, all slabbed and graded by PCGS consecutive years 1992-2005 - in house shipping available

141
Helen Hayse (1913 - 2003) was active/lived in Indiana - unframed "20" x 16"   framed 26 1/2" x 22 1/2" Helen Hayse painted equine 
subjects, especially the American Saddle Horse. She studied under George Ford Morris and was known for her ability to capture the 
personality of the horse in her portrait.  {local pick up and in house shipping available}

142
Lot Of Native American & Taxco Sterling Silver Jewelry - including 1 Alfred Long Navajo Native American sterling silver & turquoise 
necklace, 2 hair combs, Taxco bracelet, buffalo nickel pendant, 3 turquoise rings, pair of turquoise earrings, turquoise cuff 
bracelet, turquoise necklace, turquoise and coral inlaid money clip. {in house shipping

143 6 MS67 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - In house shipping available through Priority Mail

144
Lucas British Painter Oil On Board "Staunton England 1800s Open Air Market" - great unframed 15" X 22 7/8" painting of open 
downtown street market, signed lower right, some paint loss see photos,  lots of people, dogs, goats, cows, chicken's, hanging meat, 
and more. {in house shipping available}plop
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145

Lot Of 9 Pieces Sterling Silver Jewelry - Cuff bracelet chain with ring combo, with Hematite cabochons, 3 sterling silver rings with CZ 
blue center stone and clear accent stones, 7 1/2" chain link bracelet with 6 round gypsy set amethyst cabochons, 7" chain & bar link 
bracelet with multi color cabochons, petite enamel pendant with 16" chain, Fadi CZ cross and 18" chain, 26" rope chain 
and  Larimar stone pendant. {in house shipping available}

146
18 BU Silver Washington Quarters from 1944-1964 - 3 -1944, 1945, 1946, 1950, 1950-D, 1953-D, 1953-S, 2 -1954, 1955, 1956, 1963, 3 
-1964 and 1964-D BU Quarters, all worthy of professional grading grading is opinion, examine photos for details - in house shipping 
available

147 Rare MCM 27" Neoclassical Harold Studio Inc Chalk Wall Sculpture - this mid century modern wall plaque has some rough spots, 
overall nice. {in house shipping available}

148 Navajo Signed Silver Ray Sterling & 12k Gold Filled Watch - with boulder opal & claw design on vintage Lorus Mickey Mouse watch 
(not running, may just need battery) {in house shipping available}

149

10 Foreign Silver Coins - Mexico Uncirculated bright luster 1964 one peso and 2 1968 Olympics 25 pesos, 1967 Canada 100th 
Anniversary goose back, Italy Commemorative 1970 1000 and 500 Lire, Austria 1968 25 Schilling (all 4 BU, several removed from mint 
packs), 1929 Latvia 5 lati,1933 Cuba 1 peso (XF/AU, hairlines, cleaned),11898 Great Britain 2 Shillings - grading is opinion, see photos 
for details -  in house shipping available

150 Ann Fassinger "Going Fishing In Fall" - Oil on canvas panel 24" X 36" {in house shipping available}

151 Zuni Signed Effie Calavaza Turquoise & Sterling Ring & Pendant Necklace - 20" box chain with 1 3/8" pendant & matching ring size: 8.5 
{in house shipping available}

152 4 US Mint Silver Proof Set Varieties - Frosted 1961,and 3 Accent Hair 1964 - In house shipping available Priority Mail

153 4 Rolls Uncirculated Kennedy Half Dollars - 1971, 1979, 1991-D and 1992 - -in house shipping available

154

Lot Of 11 Pieces Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - 3 strand red coral bead 22" necklace with sterling silver clasp, signed Lang ballerina 
brooch, Mexico TC-13M grape brooch/pendant, Italy Fas (fused alloy silver) pendant on sterling chain, Mexico City mid century 
modern cat brooch eagle mark #1, G.P., Leonore Doskow modernist initial ACR brooch,  inlaid opal dragonfly pendant and earrings, 
Thailand sterling cuff bracelet, and Tiffany & co. Avon Heart Charm TL 1980. {in house shipping available}

155 1935A North Africa Yellow Seal and Hawaii $1 one dollar bills - look at photos for details - in house shipping available

156
Collection of Safari & Other Animal Figures - incl.11" carved wood camel, 14" carved wood mother giraffe with baby, Dansk Design 2" 
zinc hippo, & Jan Barboglio decanter with 4 glasses beverage set with jaguar stopper (all in good condition)  {in house shipping 
available}

157 14k Gold Heart Pendant with Diamonds & Synthetic Rubies - 1" long (1.4 dwt. incl. stones) (unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold 
{in house shipping available}

158 Whitman's No 9009 Jefferson Nickels 1938-1961 Album COMPLETE less 1950-D - only 1950-D is missing, contains all 11 silver nickels, 
various grades - see photos for details - in house shipping available

159 Case Lot Of Costume Jewelry - Sarah Coventry, Napier, Benrus ladies watch, beaded bag, 4H pins, brooches, rings,  necklaces, Monet, 
pill box, Victorian bar pin, enamel dragon brooch, heavy goldtone necklace, and more {in house shipping available}

160 14K Yellow Gold And Glass Greek All Seeing Eye Link 7" Bracelet - 11 all seeing Greek eyes set in 14K yellow gold mounts and linked by 
chain. {in house shipping available}

161 Lucite Display of Roosevelt Silver Dimes Complete 1946-1955 - - in house shipping available

162 Holton Collegiate 3 Valve Standard Euphonium, Elkhorn WI B480R with case - Serial Number M21406, Vincent Bach 12C mouthpiece - 
overall good condition, some scratches, no major dents or damage - in house shipping available, extra oversize shipping 

163 Synthetic Aquamarine with Diamond Accents Set in 14k White & Yellow Gold Ring - oval 8mmx5mm center aquamarine with 
baguette ray diamonds and round channel set diamonds in band - size: 8 ( dwt.) {in house shipping available}

164
Dansco Washington Quarters Album, Complete Silver plus Misc Clad - 83 silver quarters in series 1946-1964, plus 9 clad (1965-70 
excepting San Francisco Proofs, 1982-D, 1983-P and 1983-D) - various grades incl higher grade 1941-S, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1947-
S, 1949-D, 1950, 1951, 1951-D, 1952 1953-D, 1954-D, and other later dates - in house shipping available

165 Round Beveled Edge Mirror in Ornate Silver Gilt Mirror - 42" diameter - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping)

166 14K Yellow Gold Ruby & Diamond Ring - ring size 7 1/7, pear and baguette rubies, and diamond chips. 1.7 dwt {in house shipping 
available}

167

3 JSA Certified Tampa Bay Lightning Signed Hockey Pucks with COAs - Mikhail Sergachev and  J.T, Miller NHL Official Licensed Product 
with Lightning Logo on other side pucks and Victor Hedman Eastern Conference Champions 2015/ Stanley Cup Playoffs Collection 
puck, all in their own protective plastic cases with inventoried JSA stickers and  matching JSA COAs, all have been verified to match 
those on record at JSA - in house shipping available

168
5 Glass Shelf Lighted Showcase - 80" X 29 1/4" X 19 1/2" deep. Sliding front door 1/2 way left and right locking with key. Side glass full 
view. 4 adjustable and one fixed glass shelves. High low light switch. Cutting on front door. (local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping)
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169
Tray of Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. eagle head with turquoise pendant on 25" chain, 24" sterling & turquoise 
beaded necklace, coral & turquoise pendant on leather necklace, vintage Navajo signed Alberto Contreraz turtle pierced earrings, & 
Navajo turquoise, coral, & black onyx watch holders (one side has broken bar to connect watch band) {in house shipping available}

170

10 Geman WWII Nazi Medals, Badges & Artifacts - 1-D.D.A.C. emblem, aluminum automobile badge from the German automobile 
club (D.D.A.C.), 3" tall, displaying a black national eagle and swastika. 1- aluminum SS & SA award plaque issued for military bikers for 
running 5,000 kilometer without repairs. 1- WW2 German Nazi railroad train police badge with tunic hanger, bahn polizei beamter. 
1- German propaganda slip fit matchbox holder for wooden matchboxes from World War II. 1- Aluminum 1939 Borna NSDAP District 
Council Day Badge. 1-  Nazi ground combat badge 50 designated days of combat. 1- 1916 in Eiserner Zeit coin wartime medal  given In 
return for gold (To Honor Thy Fatherland)  1- Austria-Hungary Militaria Pro deo et patria Medal 1914-1918 Combatants WWI (no 
ribbon)  1- Medal for Eastern front combatant. Winterschlacht im Osten 1941-42 (no ribbon)  and 1- German Wermacht Krim 
campaign enameled blue & black silver Luftwaffe ring size 11 1/2. {in house shipping avaialable}

 

171 8 Waterford Crystal "Tramore" 6 1/2" Waters - All new old stock with labels and 7 acid signed. no boxes. [In house shipping available]

172 10 Sterling Silver Rings - {in house shipping available}

173 Album of Lincoln Cents 1909-1940 Complete less 1909-S VDB, 1914-D and 1922-D Error No Mint Mark - Whitman's Coin Album 9405, 
missing 3 hard to find dates, various grades - see photos for details - in house shipping available

174 8 Waterford Crystal "Tramore" 4 1/2" Sherberts - All new old stock with labels and all acid signed. no boxes. [In house shipping 
available]

175 14K Yellow Gold And Diamond Enhancer Ring - the enhancer ring has 6 diamonds 4.2 dwt and is size 6 1/2. 
 

176

A Toba-Batak "Pustaha" On Folded Tree Bark With Carved Bone Hard Cover. - Sumatran Toba-Batak Pustaha, on folded tree bark, 
with divinatory text written in Hata Poda, the esoteric language of Batak shamans.  The content of a pustaha. Physically, a pustaha 
consists of two hardcovers (lampak) and pages made of softened tree bark (laklak) for the writings. The hardcover is usually carved 
with motifs of an ilik, a gecko which represents the deity Boraspati ni Tano, a beneficial earth deity of the Toba Batak people. The 
pages are made of the bark of the alim tree or the agarwood (Aquilaria malaccensis). The bark is softened in rice water, folded and 
secured between the two hardcovers. Alim tree can be found growing in the region of Barus Hulu, around Pardomuan in Dairi 
Regency, and on Pulau Raja in Asahan Regency.[1] Some pustahas are made of bamboo or bone of a buffalo.

177 6 Waterford Crystal "Tramore" 2 Sugar & Creamers & Pair Salt & Peppers - All new old stock with labels and all acid signed. no boxes. 
[In house shipping available]

178

Lot Of 17 Pieces Of 800 to 925 Silver Jewelry - mostly unmarked and tested, cuff bracelet with carnelian  stones, fine fillagree 
brooches marked 925, lama brooch unmarked, unmarked silver earrings, sterling, marcasite & black onyx earrings, sterling fish 
pendant and earrings, 800 silver art nouveau brooch, sterling and brass brooch and earrings,  Asian 900 silver pin/pendant on hand 
made chain and 900 silver Aztec brooch. one money 4.435 ozt total  {in house shipping available}

179 1969 Milton Bradley Baseball Game MLB Cards - approx. 175 cards from board game - most in good condition, a few with foxing and 
written on with pencil {in house shipping available]

180 8 Waterford Crystal "Tramore" 4 1/2" Sherry - All new old stock 2 no box with labels and acid signed. 6 in original box, assuming all 
have labels and because of age will all be acid marked as well. [In house shipping available]

181 10K Yellow Gold And Diamond Mens Ring - size 10 with 3 1/32 diamonds  and 8 chips. 2.7 dwt {in house shipping available}

182 John Henry Wynn Sterling Silver Cigarette Case - Marked JHW for John Henry Wynn, Birmingham England sterling mark and date 
mark 1930, front plaque inscribed BND 3.920 ozt  {in house shipping available}

183 59 Elegant Glass Cordials in Various Sizes and Colors - Bryce, etched, twist stem, harlequin color sets and more, see extended photos 
for details - in house shipping available

184 14K Yellow Gold Emerald Spray Ring - size 9 1/2 with 9 marquise and 12 round cut natural emeralds. 2.4 dwt {in house shipping 
available}

185 Invicta Mens 11175 Reserve Chronograph Black Dial Watch - 48mm stainless steel with gold wash,  polyurethane band, Swiss quartz, 
water resistance 100M. with box and papers. working condition Used. Slight ware on gold {in house shipping available}

186 Coat, Hat, Umbrella, & Cane Stand - metal with scroll design - 75.5" tall {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

187 14K Yellow Gold And Red Coral 18" Necklace - link and bar design chair with rough cut red coral beads. {in house shipping available}

188

Walt Disney's Classic Collectibles WDCC The Witch and Mr Smee Porcelain Figurines with Boxes - 1995/1996 Event Sculpture from 
Snow White and The Seven Dwarves  The Witch "Take the apple, dearie." with superb detail, original WDCC and pictorial figure 
button pins, post ard and golden apple pin in original box (no papers), and 1994/1995 Event Sculpture from Peter Pan Mr. Smee "Oh 
dear, dear dear." with original box (no papers) - in house shipping available

189 1922 Large Format One Dollar Bank Note, 14 Silver Half Dollars and Buffalo Nickel - 1950 Franklin and 4 1964 Kennedy silver half 
dollars,  3 -1966, 1967, 3 -1968 and 2 -1969D 40% silver - in half shipping available

190 Antique Carved Shell Cameo Pendant/Pin Set in 14k Gold - with seed pearls set in flower ring - 2" tall x 1" wide (6.4 dwt. incl. cameo) 
{in house shipping available}
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191 6 Dansk Crystal Animal Paperweight Sculptures - 3-4 inch stylized animals of fine crystal in the Danish Modern Style Dansk is so well 
known for - walrus, bear, fox, ram, owl and penguin (chip to penguin's beak) - in house shipping available

192
1800s H F Meyer Hannover Picolo with Case - Appears to be made of ivory abd Brazilian rosewood with German silver mounts, H G 
Meyer, Hannover Germany flute maker of the 1800s, was renowned for the mellow tone of his flutes with a highly prized 
international reputation. Beautiful construction 2 pc instrument in fitted case, split in ivory piece, in house shipping available

193 17mm Round Smokey Topaz 14K Yellow Gold Ring - size 8 ribbon prong setting 5.7 dwt {in house shipping available}

194
2 WDCC Porcelain Figurines with Boxes - Pocahantas and Bucket Brigade - 7" Tribute Series Pocahontas "Listen To Your Heart" with 
additional Dept 56 fall leaves pack for display with original box (some wear to front, internal staining to one side) and 5 1/2" Fantasia 
Bucket Brigade walking mop - in house shipping available

195 2 Franklin Mint Presidential Mini-Coin Sterling Silver Sets in Display Cases, Coins Sealed in Packs - First Edition sets 1968 with one 
booklet filled with presidents info and coin image, both with viewing loups - see photos for details - in house shipping available

196 14K Yellow & White Gold Diamond ring - size 7 1/2 3 center diamonds surrounded by fillagree. 1.6 dwt {in house shipping available}

197
Two 19th Century Hand Carved Bone, Metal And Wood Opium Pipes With Stands - both 17 3/4" long curved 4 piece bone sections, 
wood & bone dampers & turned wood mouth piece ans end cap,  both carved scholar & dragon motif, one polychrome colors, both 
with hand carved wood stands. {in house shipping available}

198
Roosevelt Dimes Starting 1946 Album, Complete from 1946-1970 except proof onlys 1964-1970 - 57 coins, 48 silver and 9 clad - 
Whitman's No 9029 Album from 1964, all circulated dates complete with write in numbers after 1965 and no San Francisco proof 
only dates - various grades - see photos for details - in house shipping available

199

Tray Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - Vintage Carla 925 Sterling Silver Cat brooch, Taxco money clip, ATI sterling pendant with pink fiber 
optic stone, ocean jasper stone pendant, Peru enameled Cat brooch, Zuni inlaid cuff bracelet, 3 sterling rings one with marcasite, one 
plain heart shape, one with Carnelian. 833 silver gold wash flower brooch, enameled round brooch Peru, 2 sterling & 10K yellow gold 
stick pins, sterling and marcasite cat pin, 2 sterling and stone pendants, sterling heart shape brooch, and more. {in house shipping 
available}

200 19th Century Drafting Set In Shagreen Etui Pocket Case - with old Sotheby's New York label, some condition issues with Etui and one 
storage hole empty see photos, {In house shipping available}

201
Roosevelt Dimes Starting 1946 Album, Complete from 1946-1970 except proof onlys 1964-1970 - 57 coins, 48 silver and 9 clad - 
Whitman's No 9029 Album from 1964, all circulated dates complete with write in numbers after 1965 and no San Francisco proof 
only dates - various grades - see photos for details - in house shipping available

202
Biting Wit and Brazen Folly: Satirical Prints Lot Of 3. - framed and matted, 2 prints in one frame from "Alphabet Militaire" Paris, Circa 
1835, I & J, "Mischief Maker" Hall Of Fame The Champion In Her Line {as is}, Moss-Backed Old Fogy See Photos {in house shipping 
available}

203

Thomas Webb Queen's Burmese Fairy Lamp Circa 1887 with S Clarke Insert - The lamp consists of four pieces - a domed Burmese 
glass shade, a clear “crystal” liner and candle cup that fits a Burmese saucer stand with an open cylindrical center, Embossed ” S. 
Clarke “Patent, Trademark, Fairy” and “Queens Burmese ware Patented” around Thomas Webb and Sons”, c. 1887  - apx. 6 1/2 high. 
Shade: 4 H x 3 1/2 across. Saucer/stand: 7 1/2 across x 1 H at the exterior rim. Liner: 4 across x 1 1/2 H. - in house shipping available

204 5 US Mint Silver Proof Sets with Original Envelopes - 1958, 1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964 - in house shipping available

205 Victorian Hand Painted Fired Enamel 10 " X 8" Tile "Nesting Birds" - Incredible, original hand painted enamel fired un signed by artist 
or porcelain Tile Co.  Framed  for hanging. {in house shipping available}

206

2 Vintage Art Glass Webb & Steuben Vases - 1-Steuben Frederick Carder Ivory Art Glass Vase 1920s,  The vaseis  a pale custard yellow, 
semi-translucent, with ribbed bodies, This piece has a very small amount of uranium, producing a weak glow under UV. 51/4" high by 
5 1/4" wide at the top, 2 1/4" foot, excellent condition and unsigned. 1-Thomas Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, 4" tall, 2 1/2" widest. This 
Victorian glass rose bowl is made from a pale ivory, or custard colored glass, with painted decoration of stylised leaves & a clear 
applied frilled footed base. ONe Money {in house shipping available}

207 49 Mercury Silver Dimes of Mixed Dates - - in house shipping available

208 Framed Antique Victorian Era Punched Paper Motto Sampler "Good Luck" - 9 3/4" X 22" framed, with gift not on verso, for Richard P. 
Wagner, embroidery by your great grandmother Martha Winters Paul 1850s see photos {in house shipping available}

209 11" Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver Fish Server 1870 "Saratoga" & Bright-Cut - Saratoga AKA Cook Pattern Tiffany &Co.sterling pat. fish 
server with aesthetic movement cutting in bowl. Truly A Rare Find. 4.20 ozt {in house shipping available}

210
2 JSA Certified Signed Tampa Bay Lightning Hockey Pucks with COAs - Steven Stamkos Lightning  2017 25 Year logo/ 100thanniversary 
of NHL National Hockey League Official Game puck and Brayden Point 201 All Star Tampa Bay Puck, both in their own plastic 
protective cases with JSA stickers and Matching COA cards verified to match those on record with JSA - in house shipping available

211 1883 Pen & Ink Drawing "Home Sweet Home" Motto By Oscar Matthes for Selma L. Paul Dec 9th 1883 - Framed And Matted 14 1/2" 
X 21" (some foxing to paper, one chip in frame) see photos {in house shipping available}

212
12 Graded Basketball Cards - incl. 1996-97 Ray Allen, 2000-01 Shareef Abdur-Rahim, 1994-95 Grant Hill rookie, 1998 Antawn Johnson, 
1990 Gary Payton, 1992-93 Alonzo Mourning, 2002-03 Jalen Rose, 1997-98 Tracy McGrady, 3 - 1996-97 Jermaine O'Neal, & 2003-04 
Chris Bosh,  {in house shipping available}

213 Invicta Ceramics Lady Model 0719 - Ladies Watch Quartz Diamond Bezel -  Case 32.6mm , Stainless Steel & Ceramic, Swiss quartz, 
water resistance 100M, Tritnite night-glow with box and papers, Used needs battery  {in house shipping available}
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214

Tray of Washington State Quarter Albums 1 & 2, 4 Coinage of Great Britain & N Irelnad, etc - Harris Washington Quarters State 
Collection 1999-2003 and 2004-2008, 4 The Coinage of Greatt Britain and Northern Ireland (2 - 1970, 1979and 1980) 1991-S Proof 
Washington quarter, 2014-P Kennedy half dollar, nickels including 6 Buffalo (1937, 1934 and w5 orn dates),19 1930-1950s Jefferson 
incl first year 1938-D - in house shipping available

215
11 Antique Key Date and Die Variety Canadian Large Cents and Five Cents Coins - 1881-H DDO (VICT doubled/ repunched as is C of 
Canada, 2 1896 Far "6" (1 marked VF-30), 1891 LLSD (Large Leaves Small Date), 1895 Low 5 and 3 Key Date 1907-H in varied 
conditions, 3 "Dot" nickels (1946 and 2 1947) - in house shipping available

216

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Ochre Flower On Edge" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" 
X 30" signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

217 1960 Triumph TR3 Car Parts & Pair Of Tryco Air Horns Great For Man Cave -
2- triumph tr3 front grills, no broken areas, needs some straighten and cleaning up and front bumper

218

12 Pokemon Japanese Pocket Monster Cards Nintendo Game Freak 1996 - 5 Holo [Venusaur Lv. 67 No. 003 rare (clean card small 
crease near top), Blastoise Lv. 52 No. 9 rare (played condition with all over fine scratching to image revealing holo foil glints below), 
Erika's Clefable Gym LV.35 No 036 lightly played, Kabutops Lv 30 No 141 Rare (nice Holo condition, indent in upper right of holo, 3 
minor surface abrasion to reverse side), Articuno No 144 Lv.35 Rare (lightly played some surface scratches showing foil glints 
beneath)], Non Holo Graveler Lv. 29 No. 07 Uncommon (played, good image but corner and creases to edges and top), Uncommon 
NM, Charmander Lv. 10 No. 004 lightly played/ NM, Magneton Lv.12 No. 061 NM, Rattata Lv. 9 No. 019 Common Near Mint with one 
dent near bottom right corner, Seadra lv. 36 No. 117 NM, and 3 Trainers (super rod double star, and 2 unidentified, all near mint)

219

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2003 "Abstract + Blue Corner Flower" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 
30 1/4" X 30" signede on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

220 243 No Date Buffalo Nickels - in house shipping available

221
Compas Brevetes Drafting Set In Wood Box, Brass, Steel & Ivory -  This antique French drafting tools set was made by the Compas 
Superieurs  S.G.D.G Company in Paris, France in the late 1800s. 91/2" X 5 7/8" wood with brass inlay box, has key but BREVETÉS
missing the catch on the box see photo.  {in house shipping available}

222

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Floral Abstract Wide" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 
30" signed bottom right and on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped 
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability 
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, 
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her 
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human 
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the 
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, 
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with 
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

223 collection fo 100s of vintage Hotel Bar, Attraction and Other Novelty Swizzle Sticks - Great collection with Examples form Tampa, 
Miami landmarks,  Holiday Inn, Playboy, Various hotels and so much more - in house shipping available
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224 2 Rolls Uncirculated Kennedy Half Dollars - 1986-P and 1986-D - in house shipping available

225

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Have A Clue" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed bottom center and on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, 
puzzling, and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped 
by the melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of 
modern art, contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability 
from polio and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was 
buoyed by an enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, 
Arp, Leger, Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her 
mind, she teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human 
and creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the 
art world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, 
she found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with 
a wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

226 3 Trays of Vintage Toy Cars - incl. First Responder toy toys - 5 by Elicor, 2 Norev, & others, cast iron (repainted), rubber plastic, 
Tootsie Toys, Japanese tin friction of early model cars, & more - all as is {in house shipping available}

227 Aluminum German WWI Plaque Depicting An Invation - with Imperial German Iron Cross top right, WWI Wound Badge top left, 
initials H.T. bottom left. 7 3/8" x 10 3/8" {in house shipping available}

228

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Locomotion" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

229 Tray Lot Of Kitchen Collectibles - Sifter, Egg Beaters, Rolling pins, coffee grinders, milk box, milk bottles, and more {in house shipping 
available}

230 Authentic Brahmin Leather Hand Bag New with Tags - Maddie New Tuscon with registration card {in house shipping available}

231

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Concern" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" signed 
on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - reveals 
a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC post-
WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

232

7 1/18 Scale Diecast Replica Model Cars - Maisto, Burago, Road Signature, Ertl and Andon - Maisto Special Edition aubergine Jaguar 
XKT and white Mercedes Benz 280SE with red interior, Ertl Collectibles American Muscle Exoticar Limited Edition of 2,500 red 1969 
Plymouth Road Runner, and yellow Collector's Edition 1969 Shelby GT-500, Anson Prestige Edition tri color 1931 Peerless, Burago 
yellow Porsche 911 Carrera (1993) and Road Signature 1941 white Plymouth Pro Street, all in original boxes - in house shipping 
available

233

Tray Lot Of Mid Century Modern Copper And Mixed Metal Jewelry - Large brooch brass and sterling silver flower signed 1992, copper 
and brass link bracelet, Alor Noir 18K 750 and steel bracelet, Gret Barkin pair of earrings, enamel over copper brooch and pendant, 
sterling, copper and turquoise brooch, hand made copper and quartz ring, and 2 pairs of earrings, all one money, {in house shipping 
available}
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234

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Energy Drawn Paint" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 
30" signed top left and on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

235 7 Volumes - 16 Section Aircraft The Complete Guide - plus 40 - 1970's Air Facts The Magazine for Pilots {in house shipping available}

236

19 Graded Football Cards - incl. 1996 Marvin Harrison, 1995 Drew Bledsoe, 2000 Chris Redman, 2000 Shaun King, 1999 Doug Flutie, 
2000 James Williams, 2001 Correll Buckhalter, 2000 Kwame Cavil, 1998 Troy Aikman, 2000 Trevor Gaylor, 2000 Chris Coleman, 2000 
Randall Cunningham, 2002 Edgerrin James, 1990 Jeff George, 2000 Jerry Porter, 2008 Johathan Stewart, 2000 Ricky Williams, 2000 
Thomas Jones, & 2000 J.J. Johnson {in house shipping available}

237

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Judging Faces" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

238 5 Shoemaker's Dream Shoe Houses by Jon Herbert - The Crooked Boot, The Jester (small nick on top), Castle Boot, Clock Tower, & 
River Shoe Cottage - all with orig. boxes {in house shipping available}

239

KPM Cobalt and Gold Accent Cameo Rembrance Cup and Cup Plate - Cup plate has worn image of cherub seated in clouds with the 
date "den 24sten Julius 1783", cup has cameo of Jesus (most likely a remembrance piece for lost love or relative) and sweeping gold 
accented handle, both with cobalt bands and gold dot and line accents (some edge repairs to saucer, KPM scepter marks in keeping 
with the 1783 date on cup plate - in house shipping avaialbe

240

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Pioano Bird Song" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed bottom right and on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, 
and penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

241 1:18 Scale DieCast 1967 Penske Camaro by GMP in Display Box - Mark Donohue race dirty version (in good condition) {in house 
shipping available}

242 2 Lladro Porcelain Dog Figurines - Morning Delivery Basset #6978, Gentle Surprise #6210 - 4 1/2" x 7" Basset hound carrying paper in 
his mouth and 4 1/4" Puppy with butterfly on his tail - in house shipping available
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243

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2004 "Zoe 2 Joey" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

244 NY Giants Superbowl 46 Eli Manning Signed Helmet with COA - 2X SB MVP in glass mirrored case with orig. receipt of $1,133 {in 
house shipping available but due to glass case will be shipped in 2 separate boxes}

245

Peyton Manning & Marvin Harrison Indianapolis Colts Autographed Riddell Mini Helmet - Marvin Harrison and Peyton Manning in 
2002 held the NFL record for completions in a season between a WR and QB with 143 . this mini Riddell helmet is signed by both 
Peyton Manning And Marvin Harrison signed his autograph & 143. COA Sports Gallery hologram # 003215 with plastic case {in house 
shipping available}

246

Johannes Blaeu Rare Hand Colored Map of England and Wales 1645 Anglia Regnum - Blaeu (Willem Jansz.) Anglia Regnum, map of 
England and Wales decorated with four ships, a scale of miles flanked by sheep and a cherub, and two finely engraved coats of arms 
of Great Britain and of England surmounting the title cartouche, engraving with hand-coloring, under glass, some toning to the sheet, 
minor surface dirt, [circa 1640 or slightly later]. 15" x 19 1/4" plate imprint, 18 3/4" x 22 1/2" laid paper with overlay central seam in 
thin line frame - in house shipping available, but ONLY without frameThis map was published by the Blaeu family in an edition of their 
Atlas Major c. 1645.  Approx 15" x 19 1/4" plate imprint, 18 3/4" x 22 1/2" laid paper with overlay central seam in thin line frame - in 
house shipping available, but ONLY without frame

247
75 Years of DC Comics The Art of Modern Myth Making by Paul Levitz King Sized book with Outer Box - 2010XL edition, full of great 
DC Imagery and stories, book in superb condition, box also good except for a nibbled edge on upper left corner - in house shipping 
available

248 3 Lenox Disney Showcase Figurines - Debonair Donald and Dazzling Daisy Duck, Minnie's Dream Wedding - mint condition, no boxes - 
in house shipping available

249 Thailand Hand Painted And Cut Shadow Puppet In Shadow Box Frame - 32 1/2" X 23 1/2" Framed, great detail in the hand painting 
{see photos} {in house shipping available with box charge}

250 3 Pc Cambridge Glass Heliotrope Opaque Console Set - Beautiful Art Deco form hard to find color Doric Column candlesticks and 
bowl, circa 1920s - in house shipping available

251
2 Signed Art Glass Vases Ulrich & Young and Constantine - 1- Jeff Ulrich For Maytum Studios (Mgt) 1989, 3400L2, iridescent purple 
controlled bubble and clear  5" tall, 6 1/4" wide heavy vase. 1-  Young and Constantine 089875 purple and clear stretched ribbed 13 1
/4" tall vase. one money {in house shipping available}

252

22" Mid Century Modern Wood Abstract Sculpture on Square Black Base - 
Attributed to German woodworker who did much of the woodwork in the Lincoln Center, purchased from his wife after his death - 
info relayed at time of purchase but not recorded so name has been forgotten - excellent craftsmanship and style! - (In House 
Shipping Available)

253
Approx. 60 Pcs Fostoria American Goblets, Plates, Sherbets, Cups, Saucers and Serving Trays - 2 - 14" torte plates, 2 -9" dinner 
plates,  11 -6" bread/ dessert plates, 4 -12 oz footed iced teas, 6 footed juice, 5 - 4.5 oz flare high foot sherbets, 8 - 4.5 oz reg hex foot 
sherbets, 4 - 10 oz hex foot goblets, and 10 flared 7 oz coffee cups and 8 saucers - in house shipping available

254 Lladro 6692 Computing Companions and 5472 Sad Sax Figurines - 7" Girl and puppy with a bow looking at computer screen  and 9" 
clown playing a saxophone - in house shipping available

255
Marvel "The King-Size Kirby" Book of Comic Art of Jack Kirby with outer Boxes - Celebrating the artistic genius of Jack Kirby and his 
contribution to comic art over the decades - a gigantic book with superb graphics in bright "The King-Size Kirby" sleeve, all stored in 
original comic decorated box - one tiny rub to base edge of book, other than that,  mint condition - in house shipping available

256 Early 20th Century Folk Art of Schooner Shipwreck With Lifeboats Oil On Linen - 19 1/2" X 28 1/2" stretched linen, framed 22 " X  31" 
schooner crashing on rocks with life boats in water Some damage to linen see photos, unsigned. {in house shipping available}

257
Lot of 26 Antique Canadian Large Cents - 1876-H XF, 2 -1881-H (1 VF-20), 2 -1882-H ,1884 VF-20, 2 -1886, 3 -1888 (one VF-20), 2 1890-
H, 1891 (horn on A), 2 -1893, 2 -1896 (1 EF-40) 1897 VF-20, 1900 VF-20, 1900-H VF-20, 3 -1901 (AU, EF-40, etc), 1906 and 1916 - in 
house shipping Available

258

3 Albums Full of Vintage and Antique Foreign Coins - roughly sorted by country, great examples from around the world,most 1930-
1960s! - Argentina,Austria, Brazil, Bahrain, Belgium, Bulgaria, Boloivia, Columbia, Chile, Costa Rica, Chez, Gambia, Singapore, 
Tanzania, Malaysia, Indonesia, Jamaica, Jersey, India, British Borneo, Honduras, and Caribbean Territories, South Africa, Sweden, 
Korea, Turkey, Netherlands Antilles, Denmark, Iran, Nigeria, and more - see photos for details in house shipping available
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259

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "Hearts Realm" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed top left and on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and 
penetrating - reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the 
melting pot of NYC post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, 
contemporary literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio 
and paranoid schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an 
enormous intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, 
Hans Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she 
teased the viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and 
creature) peer slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art 
world, Phyllis worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she 
found joy in life and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a 
wry sense of humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom 
versus confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and 
was registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping 
available}

260 5 Lenox Disney Figurines and Trinket Boxes - Showcase Collection Jiminy Cricket & A Surprise for Bambi figurines and The Hag 
treasure box, Fairest One of All Snow White Figure and A Friend For Pluto trinket box - in house shipping available

261

4 Antique Asian Porcelain Bowls - 4.5" x 5 1/4" compote/ footed bowl with hand painted florals, banding , free form rim design and 
single bird accents (Kutani mark?), 2 7/8"x 71/4" cupped rim bowl with collar foot and stylized flower, leaf and circle designs, 2 1/2" x 
10 1/2" Chinese heavy porcelain ovate bowl with floral design exterior front and full calligraphy mark reverse, red square seal mark to 
base (rough fire with imperfections in glaze , hairline spider n base) and 2 1/4" light celadon bowl with floral decoration (glaze 
imperfection, spider hairline in reverse base glaze) - in house shipping available

262 C. G. Conn Copper Coronet, Elkhart Indiana, wirh Hulton Mute - Fine vintage Conn coronet serial #441441 name and decorative 
design engraved on front of bell, some wear, well played - beautiful brass instrument, no case - in house shipping available

263

Case Lot of Mixed US and Foreign Coins Including Silver, Tokens and Medals - 2 wall display coin sets "Wartime Coinage" and "Lincoln 
Memorial Coins", 15 silver quarters (1 heavily worn seated liberty and 14 mixed date Washington), 4 Indian Head pennies (1880, 
1891, 1902 and wor bronze), 2 V Nickels,  21 Buffalo nickels (1925, 1929 S, 2 - 1934, 1935, 3 1936, 1937 and no date), 17 Jefferson 
nickels from 1940s and 50s incl 1948-S VF, several wheat cents, 1976 Ike dollar, some foreign coins incl 1898 large English penny, 
1935 and 1936 New York Herald tribune Yard and Garden Competition medal paperweights, Tax, transportation and fraternal tokens 
and more -  in house shipping available

264 Large 10" Bulbous Parakeet Pottery Vase - Polychrome pairs of birds sitting in cherry blossons on dark blue ground, Inspired by 
Consolidated Glass Love birds design, maker unknown - in house shipping available

265

Lot of 1:24 scale NASCAR Die Cast Cars and Related Merchandise - 1:24 in box Rusty Wallace #2 , Team Hot Wheels Pro Racing Todd 
Bodine #35 Tabasco, 1998 50th Anniversary of Nascar gold car, Revell Collection  Ted Macgwire #16 on display stand with no top, 3 
cars with no boxes and some wear (Jerry Mayfield Mobil 1 #12 Ford Taurus, Terry Labonte Kellogg's #5 Monte Carlo and Bill Elliot 
McDonald's #94 Ford Taurus), Shell 2000 Credit Card Series yellow pace car and old style Mountain Dew Delivery Truck, 1997 Jeff 
Gordon 1/64 Action Three Pack and decorator plate - in house Shipping available

266 Lot Of 14 Sterling Silver Necklaces With Pedants - See Photos. {in house shipping available}

267

Phyllis Trager Hyman (1936-2011) Acrylic On Canvas 2005 "While We Sleep" - From The Estate Of Phyllis Trager Hyman 30 1/4" X 30" 
signed on verso -Phillis was a sophisticated outsider artist whose imagery - lyrical, whimsical, nightmarish, puzzling, and penetrating - 
reveals a life fulfilled by creativity .Daughter of eastern European Jewish immigrants, her work was shaped by the melting pot of NYC 
post-WWII, urban social realism and the mind-quest of the Beat Generation, as well as the vibrancy of modern art, contemporary 
literature and world music. Painfully shy, she was isolated by and struggled with the stigmas of disability from polio and paranoid 
schizophrenia, from which grew profound awareness of paradox. Despite her challenging reality, she was buoyed by an enormous 
intellect. She absorbed aesthetic influences in palette, brushwork and line from artists as diverse as Chagall, Arp, Leger, Hans 
Hofmann, Ben Shahn and illustrators Ronald Searle and Al Hirschfeld. Acutely aware of the enigma that was her mind, she teased the 
viewer with a personal iconography of letter and number shapes, phrases and visual puns. Faces (both human and creature) peer 
slyly from her canvases. Though her disorder prevented her from the social mingling necessary for notice in the art world, Phyllis 
worked with strictly professional materials (oils, acrylic, canvas, paper, watercolor, pencils and ink). Living her art, she found joy in life 
and left a legacy of art worth preserving. Her vibrant color owed to her Gulf-coast Floridian residency. Gifted with a wry sense of 
humor and a steely gentleness, she depicted compassion, sense of place, love of the wild, vulnerability, and freedom versus 
confinement in kaleidoscopic, stream-of-consciousness drawings and paintings.. She was an avid follower of the art world and was 
registered with NARSAD Artworks, an outlet of what is now the Brain and Behavior Research Foundation. {in house shipping available}

268 5 Beach Bag Totes - Many New with Tags - incl. 2 Lily Pulitzer's, Vera Bradley (some pin size stains on bottom), Rock, Flower, Paper, & 
Isabella {in house shipping available}

269 24" Diameter Flared Rim Red Hand Blown Art Glass Center Bowl - with multi color decoration - 11" tall {in house shipping available}

270 Collection of Vintage Boy Scouts Patches, Medals, Etc. - most from the 1970s' incl. camp patches, awards, IDs, sashes, bolos, order of 
the arrow, 2 shirts with patches, etc. {in house shipping available}

271
24 pcs Hall Autumn Leaf/ Jewel T China and Accessories - Hard to find metal table hot pads/ trivets (2 -11" oval and 7" round) and 
round fruitcake tin, 3 large cups/ mugs and saucers, 3 berry bowls, 1 custard cyp, covered hrease lar, 2 mixing bowls, french Baker. 
Gravy boat, teapot and 2 sizes coffee pots without lids - in house shipping available

272
Folding Free Standing Bar And 2 Bar Swivel Stools Ebonized Wood - open 59" wide, 42 1/2" tall, 18" deep. folded 26" wide, 42 1/2" 
tall, 18" deep. some chips to paint "Used Condition" 2 Bar stools with back rests and swivel seats. 46" tall, 28 1/2 tall seat, 18" wide 
seat. good "Used Condition" {local pick up only}
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273

27" Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" Mid Century Modern Vessel - Wonderful cylinder skyscraper vase with original drip 
mossy bronze patina color glaze, blue flowered and banded ridges, applied rectangular accents to body and 5 pinhole fluted vase 
necks atop - Renowned Sarasota potter of the 1960s and 70s with innovative designs, glaze formulas and forms - Dick Wagner was an 
important part of the 1960s-70s art scene in Bradenton Florida, owner of Stonewheel Gallery and active member in Florida Craftsman 
shows and events. Approaching clay with an open mind and allowing the spirit to flow, no two pieces are exactly alike, selections here 
are from his family estate collection - in house shipping available

274 5 Dolls - Annalee & Lenzi - 4 Annalee Christmas incl. stocking with baby, Santa, & 2 elves plus Lenzi {in house shipping available}

275 2 Stack Globe Wernicke Lawyers Bookcase - 36.5" tall x 34.25 wide x 11.25" deep (some water damage on one side) {local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party shipping}

276

Pairpoint, New Martinsville and Other Decorative Glass Items and Centerpieces - ruby and clear Pairpoint swan bowls with rough cut 
beaks, caramel slag glass acorn covered bowl with squirrel finial, Paden City ram's head figure/ bookend (small inner fracture 
hairline), New Martinsville Viking boat centerpiece bowl and Prelude etch 3 footed cake plate, Fenton peacock paperweight, clear 
relaxing deer,  sitting and Burmese recumbent bear figurines, 3 different rearing horse bookends, - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer 
Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

277

GMP Scott Sharp #33 Rain-X Camaro and Scott Pruett Ford Mustang LE Die-Cast Cars in Double Boxes -
Part # 13005 Scott Sharp #33 Rain-X Chevrolet Camaro in Limited Edition #0603 of 750 - outer liner box is in good condition, 
inside box has break to plastic window front, chassis is attached to body, hood is removable, car appears to be in good 
condition and Part No 13001 Scott Pruett / Motorcraft Parts #11 Ford Mustang Roush Racing in Limited Edition #1607 of  - 
outer liner box and inner box both in good condition with slight bend to Jack Roush side panel, chassis attached to body, 
missing hood - neither car is attached to their boxes - in house shipping available

278 Zebra Print Curved Wood Frame Arm Chair - seat 17" tall x 25" wide {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

279

Fantagraphics Complete 6 Volume Annual Artist Book Set of Popeye all First Edition, 2006-2012 - 6 volume compilation of the works 
of E. C. Segar Popeye and related, in large style bright color comic style by Fantagraphics, published yearly from 2006-2012. Books in 
over all great condition with minor imperfections - some shelf dirt to top covers and minor marks on front inside page due to fancy 
construction open window front covers - see pictures details of all imperfections that I noticed - in house shipping available

280
2 Jouef Evolution 1/18 Die Cast Metal Race Cars - Ford GT 40 Le Mans & Ferrari 250 GT Belinette '61 - JOUEF Evolution Ferrari 250GT 
Berlinette 61 Silver #3012 (out of box, clear plastic front of box missing, car appears intact) and1969 Ford GT40 LeMans Winner Gulf 
#6 Blue & Orange (still mounted in original box, box near mint with slight crease to top) - in house shipping available

281 Pair of Upholstered Wood Frame Side Chairs - vintage repurposed chairs painted with pale gold with paisley fabric - 35" tall with 15" 
tall seat (some mild signs of age to fabric but overall good condition) {local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping}

282

3 GMP 1/18 Die Cast Racers - Sheraton Thompson & Parnelli Jones Special Dirt Champ, Jim Hurtubise - The Vintage Series Dirt Champ 
2000 Release #3 GMP Parnelli Jones Agajanian’s Willard Battery Special (#3646 of 3,780, original box and outer box), 2002 release #9 
GMP Sheraton Thompson Special Offenhauser Dirt Champ Car of #1 A J Foyt  (1055 of 3,000) both MIB with COAs and Display card 
with photo and description of the races they won and #5 in Series  of Sprint Cars GMP "Jim Hurtubise" Sterling Plumber Special 
#56  Sprint Car (2431 of  3,552), box has some water staining with COA - In house shipping available

283

Approx 60 pcs Fine Porcelains - Wedgwood, Royal Doulton, Limoges, Schumann and more - Wedgwood Belmar covered serving bowl, 
oval platter and 5 dessert plates, Lenox 12 1/2" holiday holly serving plate, Copeland Spode Christmas Tree pitcher, 6 Hermann Ohme 
Silesia cups and sauces with dusky yellow rose decoration, 4 Theodore Haviland teacups and 6 saucers, plates in varied sized including 
RS Germany, Royal Doulton Persian, Royal Standard Virginia Stock, Bavaria, Limoges, Schumann Wild Rose etc, white covered jar, 
Alcock ironstone covered vegetable, 4 Schumann cardinal cups and saucers and Royal Chelsea cardinal milk pitcher, and more - in 
house shipping available

284
Mahogany Ladies Writing Desk with Tapestry Seat Lyre Back Chair - lightly curved front legs, scroll work accent to desk front (some 
missing), beveled oval mirror crest and single drawer - 47" to crest, 29" across, 16" deep - local pick up only or buyer arrangges third 
party packing and shipping

285 Mid Century Modern 25" X 14"  bBue Balloon Vase, Demijohn / Carboy Vase  - great retro style and color with freeform fire polished 
rough pull edge - {in house shipping available}

286 "Room Service" and "A Nice Bouquet" - 14 1/2" x 11" paper, floating mount under acrylic in 21 1/2" x 17 1/2" frames

287 4 Robin's Egg Blue Retro Design Molded Plastic Shell Dining/ Accent Chairs with Wood and Wire Rod Legs - 32" tall, 18" wide and 20" 
deep, great ergonomic molded design, DSW - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing andshipping

288 4 Pcs. Fitz & Floyd Italian Papa Paisano Chef - incl. cookie jar, spoon holder, & salt & pepper shakers (great condition) {in house 
shipping available}

289

Disney Unopened LE Music Behind The Magic Set and 3 Disney Books - never opened Linen bound Special Edition Walt Disney 
Records Presents The Music Behind the Magic - The Musical Artistry of Alan Menken, Howard Ashman and Tim Rice including 60 page 
hard bound book signed by Alan Menken and Tim Rice and 4 beautifully illustrated  picture CDs in Custom Collector's Case in a 
Limited Edition of 2,500 with original Disney price tag of $134.99, 3 coffee table books including first edition1978 Walt Disney's 
Treasury of Children's Classics with foil accent dust jacket, New Concise Edition The Art of Walt Disney From Mickey Mouse to tje 
Magic Kingdom by Christopher Finch with dust jacket and fold out illustrated title page (both published by Harry Abrams), and 1991 
Walt Disney World - 20 Magical Years Souvenir Hardback - in house shipping available

290 Ebonized Wood 12 Drawer Spice Chest. - 35 1/2" tall, 25 3/4" wide, 12" deep. good Used Condition. {local pick up only}
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291
Snow White and Pinocchio Limited Edition Framed Sericels - Walt Disney Production Snow White and Grumpy Edition of 5,000, 12 3
/4" x 9 3/4" sight, double matted under acrylic in 19 3/4" x 16 3/4" frame and Pinnochio Edition of 2,500, 9 3/4" x 12 1/4" sight, 
double matted under acrylic in 16 1/4 x 18 3/4" frame

292

Jeff Yagher The Omega Man and Halcyon Movie Classics Class - The Omega Man 1/6 Scale limited edition vinyl model sculpted by Jeff 
Yagher with graphic base unbuilt in box, appears complete, (small pieces are loose gun barrel broke(?) But both pieces are there, see 
photos) with great box graphics and Halcyon Movie Classics Class II Power Mover with Ripley from Aliens #Halo 3 1991, open box 
complete unbuilt (box end is bent but complete, see photos - in house shipping available

293 6.5" Steuben Pink Swirl Optic Vase With fluted Rim - large polished pontil base, smooth swirl optic design with 5 precise bend ruffle 
top, attrib to Steuben rubygold swirl line

294

6 Original San Francisco Music Box Co in Original Boxes - Gone With The Wind, Wizard of Oz, Etc - figural music boxes including Gone 
with the Wind "Scarlett's Red Dress" and "Ain't Birthing No Babies" , Wizard of Oz incl 2 2009 70th Anniversary Dorothy's Red Slippers 
and 2014 75th Anniversary  Snow Globe "Friendship Grows as Winter Snows" plus Santa snow globe, all with original boxes - local 
pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

295 54" Antique African Senufo Bronze and Iron Ceremonial Staff - 12" Bronze head finial in the manner of Senufo facial depictions and 
fine-cut collar attached to iron rod with 9" bronze base point - in house shipping available with oversize pack costs

296 Sterling Silver Sugar & Creamer Marked 3270 - 6.680 ozt. {in house shipping available}

297

8 Corgi Die Cast Fire Engines and Cars in Original Boxes - 7 Corgi Classics (San Diego Chevrolet Sheriff's Car 51301, Gettysburg Mack B 
Pumpe r52604, Lampeter Mack B Series Pumper #52603,City of  Napa Mack CF Pumper #50003, Baltimore American Le France 
Pumper 51702, Union Paciic Yellow Coack 743 #53901, Railway Express Agency Mack B Series Semi ) and Corgi KBM Bus #42808 - all 
Mint in Boxes, in house shipping available

298

Albert Swayhoover (Born 1931) is active/lives in Florida. "Summers Sliver Morn #5" - Oil on canvas 24" X 36", framed 34" X 46 Albert 
Swayhoover was born in New York City. He studied art at New York College at Farmingdale and at the School of Visual Arts, dividing 
his time between painting and a successful career in advertising. The demand for his canvases increased steadily and, in 1966, he left 
advertising to devote himself totally to painting.  I did not want to be influenced by other artists. This I believe is the only way to 
achieve successes in the art world today. You must develop a distinct style and stick to it.  Swayhoover is committed to using the 
painting knife. Forsaking the traditional brushes, and using only a series of knives, his goal is to breathe life into delicate beach 
grasses as well as fierce storm clouds. He also strives for beautifully structured composition with subtle shifts of color and modulating 
of impastos to create an immediate environmental experience on canvas. {in house shipping available"
 

299 Daum Georges de Feure (1868-1943) Pate de Verre Water Pitcher - 7" pitcher, soft muted pallet of green orange and brown, applied 
handle circa 1920s - in house shipping available

300
Cobalt Cut to Clear Crystal Vase, Ships Decatner and Bottle and EAPG Rum Jug - 11" fancy cut cobalt vase, 9 1/2" ship's Decanter with 
schooner etch accent, 7" disc flask bottle with embossed sailboat within life preserver design and 6 1/4" EAPG Massechusetts pattern 
teapot form rum jug by US Glass Circa 1898 - in house shipping available

301

Cartoon Art Collection - Dennis the Menace Sketch, Betty Boop Serigraph Cel, - Original 5"x7" full figure sketch of Dennis the Menace 
signed by Marcus Hamilton with St Jude's benefit auction COA, 1991 King Feature's LE of 5,000 Betty Boop "The Babe" baseball 
serigraph cel with facsimile signature of Richard Fleisher COA attached to verso in 17.5"x19.5" frame, 2015 Ferman auto dealer 
original cartoon art by Christopher Kuster Mouth Artist (talented local paraplegic artist who draws with his mouth, 9 1/4" x 7 1/4" 
sight in 14" x 10 1/4" frame) - in house shipping available

302
2006 Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea "Eternity" COLOR! - Designed By Michael Stamey and made for SCS Member only "Eternity" is 
the second of the Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea Trilogy. COA book both backgrounds mirror and blue ocean {No Box} {in house 
shipping available}

303 9 ToyBiz Marvel Action Hero Model Kiits - Skill level 2 Wolverine, 2 Storm incl. 1 sealed, level 1 Rhino, Beast (some box damage to 
Beast), Spiderman, Venom, Silver Surfer -see photos - in house shipping available

304

Pink Panther and Mancini Music Animarion Cel signed by Fritz Freleng - Original hand painted limited edition animation cel number 
162 of 750, sun faded signature and numbers, 1990 United Artists Pictures Inc screened logo in gold with American Royal Arts 
Company COA on back - music and Pink Panther are on separate mylar sheets, double matted to give depth - 9 1/2" x 12" sight in 16" 
x 18 1/2" frame - in house shipping available

305 4 Franz "By The Sea" Porcelain Figurines - incl. tree form coral FZ01522, clown fish FZ01448, & pair of sea turtles FZ01858 (all in great 
condition) {in house shipping available}

306

Pyrex and other covered serving bowls and Silverplate Castor Set - oval and round Pyrex with floral cutting and porcelain (small 
hairline near vent hole) covered serving dishes in chrome holders, Fostoria Baroque three part divided candy box, 3 footed candy jar 
with tiered chrome lid and red Bakelite disc knob plus Wilcox Silverplate Co castor set holder with 5 glass bottles (matching cuttings) - 
{In house shipping available}

307

4 Polar Lights Releases of Famous Aurora Monster Vehicle Models - All unbuilt, complete in great retro boxes with instructions - 
Mummy's Chariot is in original factory seal pack (seal tape to bottom darkened), King Kong's Thronester with only minor cover wear, 
Wolfman's Wagon  some dirt and perhaps water wear to  edge of box but good front cover and The Green Hornet Black Beauty car 
with only minor dings and soil spots to box - in house shipping available

308
2005 Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea "Harmony" COLOR! - Designed By Michael Stamey and made for SCS Member only 
"Harmony" the first of the Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea trilogy, with COA book. Both backgrounds mirror and blue ocean {No Box}.
just look at the condition, wonderful.   {in house shipping available}

309

58" Hand Forged Iron African Disc Blade Tool/Weapon - Blade is 15 1/2" long and has a T T embossed on back of neck support, 
believed to be artistic representation of antique agricultural/ carving tool for planting in hard soil, perhaps to hollow a log as vessel or 
canoe or possible weapon, similar blade construction seen in archaic and antique hoes - from estate collection of Nigerian collector of 
African antiquities - can be shipped, but oversize packing and shipping charges will apply
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310
Vintage Tin Litho Sand Pails, Watering Cans and Sand Shovel - 3 watering cans (2 Ohio Art and 1 US Metal Toys Mfg Co) 2 large pails 
(Ohio Art and US Metal Toys Mfg Co), Small pail by T Conn and mini tin lard pail with lid and bail handle plus red sand shovel - in 
house shipping available

311 Authentic Brahmin Leather Hand Bag & Wallet New with Tags - large Duxbury Satche Pecan Melbourne & Alex Melbourne wallet incl. 
dust cover bag {in house shipping available}

312
Wallace Edgar Howard (1882 - 1959) was active/lived in California, Illinois "River Landscape" - 24" x 20" oil canvas mountain 
landscape of rushing stream with pine and spruce lined banks and mountain horizon in fancy vintage gilt 31" x 27" frame   {in house 
shipping available}

313
6 Vintage Bark Cloth Panels of Varied Sizes - 41" × 76"×41" panel wirh sinuos leaf fern and tassel flower design with liner, 3 panels of 
peonies (47" × 96", 47"× 51" and 47" x 42") and 2 curtain panels tropical leaf and red feathered bloom design (42" x 78", 1 with 
pleated top and rough edges where lining had been attached and oother with partial pleating remaining) - in house shipping available

314 44" Full Quill Ostrich Western Belt And Buckle in Denim Blue - Genuine Ostrich by Nogales Belt Company Nogales Arizona. {in house 
shipping available}

315 Gwendolyn Branstetter Well Known Western Artist 1981 "Dusty Trail" - Oil on linen board unframed 14" x 18"  framed 24" x 28"  local 
pick up and in house shipping available

316
Lot Of 7 Harnd Carved Masks Made In Mexico - colorful and diverse form of t=ethnic masks - natural wood with distinct features and 
armadillo skin accents, face with snake protruding from mouth, hand painted devil mask, petite jaguar, hand painted tiger/ jaguar, 
fox head and hand painted with large insect resting on top of face -{in house shipping available}

317
Signed Robert Barber Bronze Iridized Art Glass Balloon 1973 Vase - This is a signed and datedRobert Barber Iridized Bronze Art Glass 
vase. It is beautiful color and interesting balloon shape with narrow neck, It is in excellent condition with no chips or cracks. 7.5" h x 
6" diameter

318

Joan Alex Potter (Born 1935) active New Mexico, New York &Japan. - unframed 16" x 20"  framed 23" x 27" She studied at the Art 
Student's League in New York with David Leffel and Richard Phillips. Potter eventually began exhibiting her work at an outdoor art fair 
in Greenwich Village and her work quickly sold. She was picked up by Grand Central Gallery. local pick up and in house shipping 
available

319
Nautical and Golf Home Decor Items - 16" Light house and 2 13" Sailboat figural metal pillar candle pedestals, 7" cast iron sea captain 
doorstop with as is paint, 14" hand painted golfer doorstop, 8" tall metallic glaze ceramic dolphin and blue glass turtle figures - local 
pick up only

320 Swarovski Crystal Horse / Stallion With Base Figurine - 5 1/2" x  5 3/4" no box [in house shipping available]

321 2 Diecast Chevy Camaros incl. 1968 Street Fighter - both 1:18th scale - 1968 red Street Fighter in Orig. box by GMP & 2010 red 
Maisto (both in great condition)  {in house shipping available}

322 22" Plaster Bust of David - antiqued white finish, "Michelangelo Buonarroti" C. Gir 1963 Universal Statuary Corp - in house shipping 
avaialbe, oversized box

323 Swarovski Crystal Disney's "Goofy" Figurine - 4" X 4 1/4" {in house shipping available}

324 Dietz Railroad Lantern and Rayo Chrome Base Oil Lamp - 13" Dietz champion Steel lamp New York, Jan 22 07 with lamp fit behind 
clear lens magnifier front and vent top and nickel finish Rayo oil lantern with Rayo burner - in house shipping available

325 4 Stack Prinary Color Pyrex Mixing Bowls - Largest to smallest - Bright Yellow, Green, Solid Red and Turquoise Blue - in house shipping 
available

326
2007 Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea "Comunity" COLOR! - Designed By Michael Stamey and made for SCS Member only " 
Community" Is The Last of the Swarovski Wonders Of The Sea Trilogy. COA book, both backgrounds mirror and blue ocean {No Box} 
{in house shipping available}

327

Kate Harvey Wickes 1864-1924 New York / California - oil on canvas 29" X 39" Framed 36" X 46" some paint loss from strecher and 
frame has some small issues see photos, Born in California on Jan. 20, 1864, the family lived in Hempstead Queens, New York City 
according to the Census of 1880.  Arriving in San Francisco with her family in 1886, Kate Wickes pursued an art career with her sisters 
Florence and Ethel. She was active locally until 1918.   Unmarried, she died in San Francisco on April 28, 1924. {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd part shipping}

328
72 pcs service for 12 Fostoria American cocktail and Dessert/ Luncheon Set - 12 each  5.5" nine oz low goblets, hex foot 7" ten oz 
goblets and 4.5"  two and a half oz wines, 7 oz flared coffee cups and saucers and 7" small center salad plates - in house shipping 
available

329

19 Dick Huss 1985 Art Glass Spiral Design Goblets in Varied Sizes - St. Paul Artist, Dick Huss is a nationally known artist who owns and 
operates his own "hotshop," one of the most technically sophisticated studios in the Midwest on St. Paul’s east side. Each glass is 
signed and dated 1985, in several sizes and shapes, 17 with white spiral accents, 2 flutes of clear color with blush swirls - see photos 
for details -  in house shipping available

330 Reverse Painting On Glass "Hindu Goddess" - sight 23 1/2" X 17 1/2", framed 25 1/2" X 19 1/2", reverse painted on glass with 
metallics. Some paint loss. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party shipping}

331
2 Sets US War Time Road Map Okinawa Shima Japan Prepared by Eng Sec X Army August 1945 - Confidential Advance Copy 
Overprinted by 3020th Engr, Topo.Co.(Corps) - 2 sets of 2, no tears, minro creases to corners, some toning, each map is 22.5" x 20", 
colors still sharp - in house shipping available

332
Vintage Chanel Faux Tortoise Shell Sunglasses with Case & Box -
#01450 91235 with gold Chanel logo (lens are in good condition with minor surface scratches, discoloration in plastic on the frames, 
not visible when worn) {in house shipping available}
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333 Classic form hammered dulcimer, two tone wood - 40" x 19", good tone and construction, needs surface cleaning, no stand or 
hammers - in house shipping available

334
Vintage Valaska Shepherd's Carpathian Axe Walking Stick - Pick Complete with Blade Guard. - The old walking stick-axe-pick has 
decorated head and metal strap adornments,  light age related wear, the haft of the axe has nice traditional cross hatch 
pyrographic texture and scenic design on blade of axe .- in house shipping available

335 Vintage Green Gucci 2409 N/S Sunglasses - square G on side (very good condition with very minor scuff on frame of nose & small 
water spot on lens) {in house shipping available}

336 Asian Inspired Black Lacquer 4 Section Room Divider - double sided with mother of pearl decoration of birds and gold botanical - 
71.5" tall x 70" total wide (well used condition) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

337

9'x12' Hand Knotted Wool Pile Persian Rug - Meshad style interlocking lozenge medallions of varied floral designs in blues, sand, 
ivory, salmon, olive, spruce, maroon and other color grounds, light red border of Sha Abbas and related specimen flowers within 
geometric flower pattern, thin guard bands and sold blue outer trim - nice rug, may have some light fading, in tact fringe -  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

338 Chanel 4153 Aviator Sunglasses - with orig. box & pamphlet (very good condition, there is a visible scratch on the left outside lens, 
not visible when worn, soft case as is) {in house shipping available}

339 R. Atkins (20th Century) was active/lived in United States. "Toucans" - 48" X 60" unframed stretched canvas of a Pair Of Toucans on a 
branch.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

340

108" x 152 Bijar Persian Wool Pile Rug - Traditional Bijar/ Bidjar design ivory ground diamond center field with layered light blue on 
muted red field diamond medallion and pedants, matching spandrels, tight goemetric over all design of interlocking flowers and vines 
with cobalt field border and 4 layered mirrored guard bands. hihg knot density, approx 10 per inch/ 4 per cm - local pick up only or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

341 Saint Laurent SL100Lou 003 Sunglasses - ivory frame with rose studs (left lens has 3 significant nicks & right 1 significant on outside of 
lens) {in house shipping available}

342 Salem's Gyros & Subs Sign Cover - 52" tall x 83" wide x 2" deep (some surface scratches but in good condition) {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

343 Pr of Purple Upholstered Retro Vintage Modern Style Chrome Base Bare stools - 41" hig, full swivel chrome pedestal base - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

344 Ray Ban Jackie Ohh II Sunglasses with Soft Case - full rim (good condition, some mild scratches on lens) {in house shipping available}

345 Pr Red and Chrome Retro Vintage Style Bar Stools - solid seats in bright red color with open back, fully rotating - local pick up only

346 Round Mahogany Table With Ball and Claw Feet - Local Pick up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

347 3 Pair Designer Sunglasses - Chanel 4164, Versace 4192 with hard case, & Versace 4099/B with warped lens, (all frames are good but 
the lenses all have significant scratches) {in house shipping available}

348 Vintage Flat Top Storage/ Travel Trunk - 23" ×36" x 22" black finish flat top, rivited metal band frame reinforced, floral board interior 
with flip out top compartment, leather snap bands on drawer as is, side leather handles and front lock clasp missing - local pickup only

349 Art Deco Rembrandt Iron Floor Lamp - #R7969 - 56" tall with fringed drape silk bell shade {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

350 Vintage Christian Dior Model 1 Sunglass in Hard Case - pearl gray frame with black temple and gold logo (very good condition with 
minor scratches on lens) {in house shipping available}

351

Hannelore {Hani} Sidler 1939-2014 Oil On Canvas "Fashion" Unknown Date - Unframed 40" X 30", framed 46 1/2 X 36 1/2" Hani Sidler 
started drawing at a very young age. On her way home from school she would draw sketches with chalk in the street, a habit that 
irritated her older sister. She spent most of her spare time drawing and painting, and already in her teens she completed several 
evening courses where she concentrated on nudes, portraits and fashion illustrations.  Even most recently her preferences for faces, 
masks, and nudes could be seen in much of her work. Her awards included: Grand Finale 29eme Grand Prix International de Peinture 
de la Cote d'Azure - Grand Finale 44eme Grand Prix International de Peinture de Deauville -Medaille D'Or "Toulouse_Hispania" -
Medaille du Conseil General Prix International de L'Association Art et Lumiere - Prix de la Cote des Arts de L'Association Art el 
Lumiere. She worked in her large studio near Frankfurt where she exhibited on a regular basis. When Hani moved to the United 
States she continue painting and exhibiting in the states. SIDLER, Hannelore "Hani" St. Pete Beach, passed under the care of Hospice 
on March 18, 2014. {local Pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

352 Danish Modern Brazilian Rosewood Maurice Villency 6 Drawer Server/ Dresser - great mid century retro design for bedroom of TV 
display, raised on slanted peg legs - local pick up only

353

167" X 124" Hand Knotted Kashan Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - over all blue ground color scheme, intricate geometric circular 
sunflower medallion with subtle pendant columns, field filled with vining arabesques to outer Shah Abbas oval band defining implied 
spandrels, related theme cobalt border with triple guard bands conforming blue ground gives the gard bands a frame within a frame 
feel, twining arabesques with ivory and cream details accent the curving nature of the arabesque pattern {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

354 Rolf Knie Signed Silkscreen Jazz Poster 1996 Montreux 30th Jazz Festival - Design By Rolf Knie, art consultant Pierre Keller, silk screen 
Albin Uldry.  Printed By Top Events Of Switzerland. {in house shipping available with box charge}
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355 Gator Waiter - sassy composite dumb waiter perfect for holding your keys or as a plant stand - 39.5" tall {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

356

157 1/2" X 116" Hand Knotted Kashan Persian Wool Pile Rug - layered center medallion of light blue, ivory and deep navy grounds 
with pendants in red field of arabesques and shah abbas accents, complientary spandrel colors balance the over all theme and rest 
within a triple guard band navy border of similar floral motif, liberal accents of mustard and lemon yellow at least 3 blues, reds, 
mauves and salmons intrigue the eye to look closer. Charlotte Queen's Gallery tag denotes "EXC. Kashan" {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping}

357 Collection of Antique, Vintage and Collectible Glass Kerosene and Oil Lamps - Various sizes, colors and ages - local pick up only or 
buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

357A Monarch Therm-a-Chest Full of Tools, Leather Crafts and More - Old chest style cooler, slat wooden holder of 35 leather punch 
decoration tools, leather hole puncher, ice tongs, hand drill and more

358
Antique Wooden Well Bucket and African face Carved Drum with as is Hide Top - 12" yellow over old black paint well bucket,16" to 
top of handle mounts, "Le Fluer" carved in side and iron handle of great form plus 26" African drum hand carved in the shape of a 
face with open sides - hide top is broken - in house shipping available, heavy large items

359 Rattan Patio Table & Chair Set - glass top table on rattan base with 2 matching chairs - 30" tall x 37.5" square {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}

360

165" x118" Persian Wool Pile Rug (moth Damage - beautiful craftsmanship with ornate medallion, floral pendants and arabesques 
and complimentary spandrels, high knot density with 6-7 knots per centimeter/ 16-17 per inch, but several areas of pile loss from 
apparent moth damage, especially in certain colors - only rug from this estate and has been stored separately from other rugs - local 
pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

361 Vintage Hanging Bird Cage on Iron Stand - 64" tall (some minor signs of age in screen) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

362 Petra Dura World Globe On Brass Stand - inlaid with semi precious stones. 18" X 18" on stand, 12" Globe. {in house shipping available}

363
Antique 1890s Coal Scuttle Purdonium Cabinet - 35" x 14" x 14" coal scuttle cabinet with ornate carved front swivel open bin and 
removable metal liner to hold the coal (or wood for the fireplace), work top and raised back ledge - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer 
Aranges Third Party Packiing and Shipping

364 Square Top Oak Fern Stand with Lathe Turned Legs and Shelf Stretcher - Local Pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and 
shipping

365
Vintage Iron Patio Bistro Table and Two Chairs - rectangular table with glass with 2 chairs - 29" tall x 24" deep x 36" wide (great 
condition, recently sand blasted and painted, just beginning to show some very mild rust) {local pick up only or buyer arranges third 
party shipping}

366 Round Top Mahogany Queen Ann Fern Stand with Shelf Stretcher - Graceful curved legs, hand carved channel in table top - old 
professional repair as can be seen in photos - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party shipping

367 2 Jeff Gordon NASCAR Coats - Dupont Motorsport reversible with leather checkered sleeves (staining on both sleeves) - size: L & #24 
Gordon wind breaker - size: XL {in house shipping available}

368
159" X 118 1/2" Arak Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - All over field of stylized geometric twining flowers, bold reds on blue ground 
interlocking with accents of ivory, tan, salmon, light blues, orange and green, red border with double mirrored guard bands and blue 
trim edge Charlotte Queen's Gallery tag on verso  denotes Arak as place of origin (local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping)

369 1970's Men's Suede Blazer by PYPSA - 3 buttons with 3 outside & 1 inside pockets - size: 46 - (some mild signs of age from but overall 
good vintage condition) {in house shipping available}

370 2 Motorcycle Riding Vests incl. Harley Davidson Leather - jean vest by Diamond plate & Harley black leather vest - both size: L (both in 
very good condition) {in house shipping available}

371

152" X 118" Hand Knotted Kashmar Persian 100% Wool Pile Rug - Bold design full of color and movement - ovate layered floral 
central medallion  of orange on turquoise grounds with spruce center diamond, floral design implied pendants, bold colors of 
Arabesque twining design fill the cobalt center field, red border of Shah Abbas accents defined by double mirrored guard bands and 
cobalt trim edge - Queen's Charlotte Gallery tag on verso { local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

372
1980's Sporty Mink Coat - cream & brown vertical striped design with large zipper, velvet lined side slit pockets, & hidden inside 
pocket, monogrammed on lining - size: XL (bust: 50" diameter, length" 30" long, sleeve length: 21") - in excellent condition {in house 
shipping available}

373 Men's Roundtree & York Black Leather Bomber Jacket - with snap & side slit double pockets - size: L (super condition) {in house 
shipping available}

374 Mid Century Side Chair - seat 17" tall (fading on upholstery) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

375 Pair of Vintage Easy Rider Leather Saddle Bags - with skull decoration 13"x10"x6" (needs cleaning and conditioning, missing one 
buckle) {in house shipping available}

376 NY Giants Jean Jacket with Faux Leather Coller - embroidered on front and back, 2 front side slit pockets at waist, 2 flap chest 
pockets, & 2 inside pockets - size: XL (some mild stains) {in house shipping available}

377 Petite Kithcen Work Table with Faux Marble Top - poured marble top up-cycles this old sewing machine cabinet into an elegant 
kitchen work or side accent table - local pick up[ only
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378 2 Leather Motorcycle Riding Vests - black leather with Gold Wing pins & patches size: 42/L & black leather with brown suede fringe 
size: L (both in very good condition, some mild signs of wear) {in house shipping available}

379 1980's Vintage Ivory Mink & Fox Fur Coat - fox fur sleeves & collar, hook and eye clasps, velvet lined side slit pockets, & ties at waist 
inside - size: L bust: 42" diameter, length: 25" sleeve length: 28" - great condition {in house shipping available}

380
36" Old Ybor City Carved Wooden Cigar Store Indian - Ybor estate find, reportedly has been on patio since being removed from Ybor 
cigar store - metal tag "Original Ybor City Cigar Store Indian From the Estate of Lester "Buddy" and Laura Blain Tampa, Florida", 
weathered original paint, some rot to base of and foot, see photos for details - in house shipping available

381 38" heavy chalkware column pedistal with brown finish - Small repair to one top corner edge - local pick up only or buyer arranges 
third party packing and shipping

382 35" Vintage Emma the Maid Server Stand by The Bombay Company - full body form, Emma holds up a tray in traditional maid's dress, 
full figure resin in good condition - in house shipping available

383 New England Patriots Super Bowl 38 Tom Brady Plaque - official NFL promo photo of MVP & Fleer trading card, Super Bowl 39 pins & 
guide, & photo collage of Patriots game (not sure of game) {in house shipping available}

384 Huge Collection of Vintage Military Uniforms - 25+ Jackets and P Coats in different colors and styles, shirts and pants, etc - {in house 
shipping available}

385 Black Suede Fringe Riding Chaps - brown tooled leather with concha decoration - 34" - 37.5" waist, length: 45" {in house shipping 
available}

386 1920s-1930s Regal Acoustic Parlor Guitar Ser # 3624 All Original - 37 1/2" long,  19" Box, waist 8 1/4",  bottom bout 13 1/2" wide, top 
bout 10", depth 4", {Has A Rough Hard Case} See Photos {in house shipping available with box charge}

387 Lot Of 9 Beer Taps - Miller lite, Coors Light, Miller High Life, and Michelob Light [in house shipping available]

388
250+ Antique Post Cards from Early to Mid 1900s - Antique Thanksgiving, High Society Hotel lobbies and dining rooms, buildings of 
the day, black and white souvenir photo cards of Europe, New Jersey and New York beaches, bathing and attractions with Atlantic 
City and Ocean Grove largest organ, Billy Rose Aquacade at the New York World's Fair and so much more - in house shipping available

389 25" Hand Carved Wooden Sculpture of a Pair of Dancing Dolphins - white wash finish, great movement - in house shipping available, 
over size box charges

390
Case of Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. sterling necklaces and dolphin bangle bracelet, vintage enamel pin, Kenneth Cole, Kramer, & 
more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

391
Tray Lot Of Collectible Knives, Lighters and More - including sheath and pocket knives, Carl Zeiss binoculars, cloth childs book, cross 
pens, throwing stars, belt buckles, cuff links, pipe and ash trays, antler whistle, antique spring scales, copper bookends, Zippo 
lightersand more. {in house shipping available}

392

Lot Of Vintage Auto Parts Cadillac, Ford Mustang, And More - 3 Atlas micronal oil filter g-61 in original boxes, Lincoln Genuine part fdl-
11508-b automatic starter, Gas-O-Miser in box, 2 ford seal assy c5zz-7d351-a in box, genuine oem GM compressor # 2000603, 1957 
Eldorado radiator cap, pair of Cadillac visor mirrors, 1969 Ford Mustang licence plate frame, 2 vintage cigarette lighters, misc tail 
lights, amd more, one unrelated Item VERY RARE 1973 "Schweppes" advertising Victor calculator in foam box,  all one money {in 
house shipping available}
 

393 Tray Lot of As Is Vintage Tin Litho and Related Wind Up Toys - Most are partially functional, some for parts - in house shipping 
available

394
3 1850s East Chaddam, Bank of New England State of Connecticut $3,$5 and $10 Banknotes - Mint Unreleased and Unsigned "The 
Bank of New England at Goodspeed's Landing State of Connecticut" Three Dollars, Five Dollars and Ten Dollars bank Notes cut from 
single sheet in excellent condition

395
Lot of Vintage Audio Electronics - incl. General Electric 3-5507B 8-track radio (radio works not sure about 8 track), 2 MDR Sports & 
Lenox Sound am/fm portable radios, Sears transistor receiver, never opened CD player mouse pad, Sony Discman (no cord), 
Panasonic portable CD player, Philco & Coby cassette players, & more ALL AS IS, not tested  {in house shipping available}

396

Approx. 50 Vintage Mostly Rock n Roll Record Albums - incl. Cream, Billy Joel, Johnny Mathis, Gordon Lightfoot, Canned Heat, Cat 
Stevens, Rod Stewart, original Woodstock, Led Zeppelin, Earth, Wind, & Fire, Traffic, Fleetwood Mac, Lord of the Rings, Elton John, 
Joe Simon, Emerson Lake & Palmer, Cats musical & more - these are fresh from an estate in used condition with some written on, 
minor scratches and some damage to jackets (the photo of 5 have tape on jacket) {in house shipping available USPS Media Mail}

397
Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. Coach, Lisner, Christmas, amethyst & faux pearl beaded necklace, Kate Spade key chain, & more - we 
do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping 
available}

398 Antique Table Counter Balance Scales With 4 weights - 23 " X 14 1/2" on wood base with drawer [In house shipping available]

399
FULL Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Avon in boxes, Nicole, Gabi, crystal, Morellato bracelet, Christmas, statement necklaces, & 
more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house 
shipping available}

400 Photographic Collection of Tin Types, Stereoview Cards, Cabinet Photos and more - 15+ tin types incl gems, 25 Stereoview cards with 
views from around the world, lots of portrait cabinet cards, and other early photographs - in house shipping available
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401

Mitchell Dreadknought Acustic Guitar MD100 - The Mitchell MD100 features a dreadnought design, spruce top, and mahogany back 
and sides. The MD100 plays easily, sounds great and is priced within reach. with Road Runner soft case.  {in house shipping available}

 

402
Case of Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. Weiss, 1928, Dodd's, Lisner, crystal, mother of pearl, beaded purses (as is),  foil art glass 
beads, & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in 
house shipping available}

403 Fashion Jewelry Case Lot - Kenneth Cole, Coach, Ceceila Gonzales, Susie, art glass bead bracelet, rhinestone, shell, & more - we do our 
best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

404 Pair Of 27" Brass Table Lamps With Silk Pagoda Shades - {in house shipping available}

405 2 Flats FULL of US & Canada First Day Covers and Cachets,1970s and 1950s - Space Travel, Native American And Historic Issues, 
Bicentennial Album, Olympics and more - in house shipping available

406

Tray Lot of early 1900s and other Ephemera, Magazines, Maps, Programs and More - Many early 1900s magazines incl 25-30 The 
Youth's Companion 1902-1915, 5 The Story of The Greatest nations and others, 10 12-20 cent comic books, Car magazine, 3 issues 
1900 The Parisian Dream City American Special Edition Art Series, WWII memorabilia papers, 3 old car photos, Theater programs and 
brochures, acceptance letters from audition to National Broadcasting Company, 1940 World's Fair brochure and map, other maps 
and much more - in house shipping avaialbel

407 New In Box Drill Doctor Model 750 Drill Sharpener - {in house shipping available}

408
250+ Antique Postcards Of nNw Jersey and Other Areas, most early 1900s - Great images of NJ beach and bath facilities, crowds, 
parks, buildings and landmarks incl Ashbury Park and Atlantic City, Pennsylvania scenery, historic landmarks and more, varied 
conditions, see photos - in house shipping available

409

23 Pokemon Rare, First Edition and Promo Specialty Cards - 4 Full Art Ultra Rare Holo (2 XY Ancient Origins Tyranitar EX 42/98, Mega 
M XY Evolutions Venusaur 100/108, and XY Evolutions Pidgeot EX 64/108), Black Star Promo Non-Holo Pikachu 27, Mewtwo 14, First 
Edition Nidoqueen 23/64,Rares to include 2 Kangashan Holo 5/64 and 1 Non-Holo 21/64, Holos Nidoking 11/130, Azumaril 2/111, 
Gyarados 6/102, and Sharpedo 21/34, Non-Holos Dragonair 14/97, Articuno 17/62, Jolteon 20/64, Vileplume 31/64, Rare Trainers 
Koga 106/132, Imposter Professor Oak 73/102, Rocket's Sneak Attack 72/82 and Rare Double Rainbow Energy - lots of 1999/2000, 
most lightly played, have tried to show conditions in photos - in house shipping available

410 Royal Doulton Holiday Traditions Nativity Set in Orig. Box - 10 pcs. porcelain figurines with nativity (all in great condition) {in house 
shipping available}

411 Tray of Men's Cufflinks, Belt Buckles, Pins, Etc. - incl. Military & Boyscout pins, cufflinks, tie tacks, belt buckles & more - we do our 
best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

412 Over 100 PEZ Dispensers - incl. Simpsons, Easter, Christmas, Star Wars, Flintstones, Disney, Looney Tunes, Muppets, & more {in house 
shipping available}

413

Nina Jordan 20th Century New York Oil On Canvas "Essex Marsh" - 11" X 14" unframed, framed 13" X 16". She is a painter and 
printmaker living and working in Brooklyn, NY. She is the recipient of a NYFA fellowship in printmaking and artists' books. Her prints 
and artists' books are in many collections including the New York Public Library, the Yale University Art Gallery, and the University of 
Richmond Museums. {in house shipping available}

414 Case Lot of Fashion Jewelry - incl. statement necklaces & more - we do our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing 
pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

415 Glass Flower Arrangers, Flower Frogs and Bowls - lots of types ad styles, 2 Viking/ New Martinsville complete flower bowls with frogs, 
peg/ candle center domed frogs, oval and hobnail bowls and more  - see photos for details, in house shipping available

416 Large Lot of Aprox. 600 First Day Covers 1958- 1969 USA And Canada - All Mailed to John Daniel Draper Bethany College West Virginia 

417 Tray of Costume Jewelry - incl. Jennifer Lopez,  bone, shell, art glass bead, mother of pearl, lucite, rings, & more - we do our best to 
ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

418 3 Boxes FULL of Magic The Gathering Cards - Thousands of cards - in house shipping available

419
Tray Lot Of Antique Collectibles - Umbrella Lamp project, lady figural lamp with beaded shade project, 2 small framed mirrors and 2 
small Maxfield Parish Prints,Air Castles [bubbles] Maxfield Parrish 1904 &  Enchantment both with original frames, vintage wicker 
purse with hinged wood top. All one money. [ In house shipping available]

420 Costume Jewelry Case Lot - incl. MFP for No, many pcs. of Jilzarah with orig. tags, rhinestone, crystal necklace,  & more - we do our 
best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

421

Lot of Foreigh Currency Banknotes - Japan Hansatu, Revolutionary Mexico, WWII European and More - Unusual 1830-50 US The State 
of Michigan Bank of Singapore 3 dollar banknote, old foreign currency incl 1915 Revolutionary Mexico El Estada De Chihuahua 1, 5, 
10 and 20 pesos, Belgium 1944 20 Francs, 1938 large and 1943 small size 5 franc notes, Republica Argentina 1 peso (1908-1935), 
Algiers 1943 20 francs, and 2 1944 5 francs, 2 1940s Egypt 10 Piastres banknotes, 1943 Italy 1 and 2 -10 Lire notes, 3 1800s Japanese 
Hansatsu clan notes, 1938 Nederlands zilverbon 1 gulden, German WWII 10 reichspfennig note with writing on verso - see photos for 
condition - in house shipping available

422 Ritchie Boston Antique Ship's Binnacle Compass 11 1/2" Nautical Collectible - missing the gyro ring, mounted in wood table 16 inches 
square, 20 inches tall. [Local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping]
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423 Lot of 7 Antique Frames - Varies Styles and Sizes, local pick up only

424 Tray of Fashion Jewelry - incl. Joan Rivers, Hattie Carnegie, Monet, Napier, Coro, art glass beads, Swarovski golf bag, & more - we do 
our best to ensure that all jewelry is not broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee - contents only {in house shipping available}

425

190 plus Comic Books / Graphic Novels Marvel & DC - Marvel Comics; The Punisher, X-Factor, The Avengers, Darkman, Sub Mariner, 
Wolverine, Marvel Universe, Fantastic Four, She Hulk, Ghost Rider, Conan, Silver Surfer, X Men, Cloak And Dagger, Spiderman, Cable, 
Strikeforce Electric, Moon Knight, Venom, Rom, Phoenix, Iron Man, Nam, Star Brand, Fantastic Three, Ms Marvel, Red Wolf, Secret 
Wars II, Old Man L8gan, All Star Humor Special, Marvel Vs DC, New Defenders, Thing, Red Sonja, Genesis, Capt. America, Wonder 
Man, Excalibur, X Force, The War Book 2. DC Comics; Dark Night, Black Orchid, The Question, Super Man, Batman, Tor, Underworld, 
Green Arrow, New Gods, Luther. Foxhole Super Comics, Superman Whitman Comics. [In house shipping available]

426 Adorable Vintage Foyer Folding Table in the Style of Hepplewhite - by Brandt of Hagerstown Maryland with faux inlay design, drawer 
on end, and on wheels - 29" tall x 33" long x 16.5" or 33" {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

427

2 Myrtle Tremblay (1908-2013) French Scenic Watercolors, unframed - "Venice Flower Shop Riviera" 14 1/2" x 21 1/2" paper, tape 
mounted in 20" x26" matt and " St Paul Panorama Aug '70" 16"x 24" natural edge paper mounted to 22" x 31 1/2" hardboard. 
Tremblay's first art training was in 1931, when she took a summer course at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.  She later 
trained at Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia and Art Career School in New York.  She earned her bachelors degree 
and art life certificate from Central Michigan University.  She also studied with numerous nationally acclaimed watercolor artists: 
James E. McBurney of Chicago, John Pike, Tom Hill, Don Stone, Milford Zornes and Tony Van Hasselt. {in house shipping available}

428 Harley-Davidson Wall Advertising Themometer & Tin Wall Art Motorcycle - thermometer 26" X 8" "Authorized Service", 23" X 36" 
motorcycle. {in house shipping available}

429

2 Pr Nyamwezi African Carved Figure Chief Stick Couples - Nyamwezi of Tanzania hand carved wooden stick figure male and female 
figures, often referred to as Chief Sticks, are known as staus symbols of the tribes, and are usually found in male and female pairs. 
included in this lot are 2 sets - 63" and 64" with weathered finish exposing lighter wood colors and 61" and 62" with a darker rown 
patinated color. From estate of African antique collector, from Ethiopia- In house sihipping
 

430

70+ Retro Vintage Decorated Kitchen Glassware - Swanky Swigs, Glasbake, Fire King Etc - 27 small and 24 large "Swanky Swig" and 
related juice glases and tumblers, 9 harlequin cocktails with hand painted roosters, 4 daffodil cups and saucers with sugar bowl, 2 
Glasbake chicken bowls, 5" conical mixing bowl with apples, floral painted covered candy jar, and Fire King Meadow Green loaf pan - 
local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

431 Pair of 1970's TASO Mushroom Lamps - painted cast iron base with plastic shades - 22" tall (some yellowing and scratches in shades, 
bases stained & scuffed) {in house shipping available}

432
34 Pcs Heisey Williamsburg Bar Ware in Varied Sizes - Heisey Colonial/ Old Williamsburg stems in varied sizes  (8 -6 1/2" & 4 -6 3/8" 
water goblets, 3 - 5 1/4" wines, 4 -4 7/8" cocktails and 15- 3 3/4" cordials) - I believe them to all be Heisey but some may be later 
Imperial from Heisey molds - in house shipping available, large heavy box

433

109" X 138 1/2" Antique Persian 100% Wool Rug Cotton Warp - vase, urn and flowering branch pictorial design in red tones, 
dramatic Shah Abbas twining border with double mirrored guard bands - great craftsmanship, lots of color accents, has seen lots of 
use - semi antique rug in red tones, noticeable wear throughout, some warp lines and knots showing, lots of wear call for condition 
{local pick up or third party packing and shipping only we do not pack rugs}

434

Lot Of Automobile Books And Manuals - The Custom Body Era Hugo Pfau (may be 1st edition) 1970 by A S Barnes & Co. Inc. hard 
cover with dust jacket (is) see photos, incribed and autographed by 2 members of the band Deliverance Eric Weissberg, Richards 
Crooks and a signed typed letter from Eric Wiessberg. 1940 Ford V-8 Delux reference Book, 1940 Packard One-Ten and One twenty 
models 1800 and 1801 owners manual, 1982 Toyota Truck owners manual, Offical 1982 Price Guide to Collector Cars book, Triumph 
Cars the complete 75 year history Richard Langworth and Graham Robson 1975 with dust jacket, Triumph sevice manual pub part No. 
502602 third edition, the 46th 500 Indianapolis motor speeway offical program may 30, 1962 with 2 tickets stapled inside, the 
starting position blue insert, Monmouth Products Clutch Sevice Manual 1938, Great Clasic Car Of The World with 4 giant foldouts, 
Hans Georg Isenberg, Chartwell Book Inc. Gemany 1989. Seabring Grand Prix 3 Day Pass March 19-21 1987,  all for one money {in 
house shipping USPS Book Rate}

435 Framed Posterazzi Maccheroni Poster Print - from orig. 1922 poster by Achille Luciano Mauzan, frame 53.5"x37" (plexiglass has 
significant scratches and some chips on frame) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

436 Bose Surround Sound System - incl. CD player/TV/AM/FM radio media center model #AV3-2-1II with remote, power system PS3-2-1II, 
& 2 small speakers (all working) {in house shipping available}

437 Harrington CF005 1/2 Ton Pull Chain Hoist model 2152 ser#CF4 G 149319 20' lift - Used some light  rust on chain{in house shipping 
available}

438 Signed Victor Cruz NY Giants Riddell Helmet & Unsigned Helmet - #80 "Go blue!" with COA by JSA in as is box & used Riddell helmet 
(no strap) {in house shipping available}

439 Repro on Iron Robin Cigars Sign and Antique Tampa Cigar Box - Great imagery for den or lounge, old wooden Tampa cigar box - local 
pick up only

440 Cast Iron Salesman's Sample Royal American Stove - Bridgford & Co. Louisville 13" tall, 17 1/2" wide. 11" deep. some missing parts, 
note the legs marked H are not original see photos {Local Pickup or buyer arranges packing and shipping}

441

Art Deco Cast Iron Decorative Theater Aisle Seat Standard with sconce light by Heywood Wakefield - beautiful Art Nouveau lady 
portraits mount reeded columns on each side of seat standard, and embossed floral garlands, some original polychrome patina -  soft 
accent illumination of panel where aisle number and theater linfo could be mounted,  panel on reverse side clearly embossed 
hHywood Wakefield, back of feet chipped where removed from theater - in house shipping available but HEAVY -
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442
Collection of New England Patriots Superbowl Memorabilia - incl. Patriots clock with date & time (working), 2005 Superbowl 39 
programs with game tickets, offensive line photo print, & 2004 Boston Red Sox World Series & Superbowl Champions photo prints 
(local pick up or buyer arranges 3 party shipping)

443 Wilton Chicago 14, USA Shop King Swivel Combo Bench Vise - original red color. marked on bottom 13-633 see photos for condition 
{in house shipping available}

444
2 Framed Red Robin Restaurant Advertising Posters - "Tally Ho - Red Robin Below" & "Celebrate Independence Day with Red Robin" - 
both 53.5"x36.5" (some surface scratches on plexiglass and signs of age on frames) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
shipping}

445

6 Hollywood Film Coffee Table Books - incl. hardcover The Faces of Hollywood by Clarence Bull and Raymond Lee, Holly Portraits by 
Mark A. Viera, The Image Makers - Sixty Years of Hollywood Glamor, & A Pictorial History of Sex in the Movies by Jeremy Pascall & 
clyde Jeavons, plus soft cover Flesh and Fantasy by Penny Stallings & A Pictorial History of the Silent Screen by Daniel Blum (all as is 
with some discoloration and bruised spines) {in house shipping available}

446 Dayton Mod. 4ZX44B, 3/4 Ton Lever Chain Hoist, 10' Lift - Used {in house shipping available}

447 17 Baseball incl. Many Signed - 11 signed incl. Tampa Bay Ray's Joel Peralta plus commemorative Babe Ruth 100 year anniversary {in 
house shipping available}

448 7 Boston Red Sox Plaques with COA's - incl. Curt Schilling, Jonathan Papelbon, David Ortiz, Josh Beckett, 2004 team, 2007 World's 
Series Champions, & Fenwayt Park {in house shipping available}

449
Framed and Matted 70 Years with Mickey Mouse Lithograph by Ralph Kent - matting does not show margins or edges, not sure if 
signed and numbered edition, but all factors imply it is. Anyway, great image, showing Mickey Mouse sketches in background with 
full color image of Mickey in front - 27"×19" sight, matted under acrylic in 35 1/2" x 27 1/2" frame

450 3 Designer Handbags - incl. black Calvin Klein new with tags, Dooney & Bourke canvas & peach faux crocodile leather Ralph Lauren 
(both in great condition) {in house shipping available}

451
Collection of Approx. 40 Scarves Many Designer - incl. 6 Salvatore Ferragamo, 3 Brahmin, Vera Bradley, 15 Talbots, Ralph Lauren, 
Elaine Gold, beaded black lace, & many more plus mink stole (some new with tags, most are in great condition but some are used and 
may have mild stains) {in house shipping available}

452 16 Art Glass Fruits and Vegetables - Grapes, apple, pepper, corn?, pear, orange and more [ in house shipping available]

453 11 Rosenthal Ivory Cobalt Dinner Plates - rose center floral with cobalt blue & gold decoration - 10.5" diameter (all in good condition) 
{in house shipping available}

454

650+ Pokémon Cards in album sleeves - 47 Holo, Reverse Hollow and a few unusual all over holo graphic patterns including lightly 
played XY Roaring Skies Full Art Ultra Rare Trainer Wally 107/108 and Moderately played Neo Destiny Rare Holo Dark Scizor 9/105 
with noticeable scratches to face and 3 with unusual all over holo greatment, 45 rares including Neo Revelations Lugia 20/64, Neo 
Destiny Dark Omastar19/105, Light Lanturn 23/105, & Light Ledian 24/105
Rare Theme Deck Exclusive Bellossom 1/90, Neo Revelation Sneaasel  24/64, Noble Victories Cofagrigus 46/101, XY Furious Fist 
Landorus 58/111, EX Sandstorm Vaporeon 25/100,and more, 500+ unsorted common and uncommon cards, 30+ Trainer cards and 18 
Energy cards - most Near Mint and Lightly played, some moderately played - in house shipping available

455 Lot Of 20+ Pocket Knives - bozeman, rite edge, Fla souvenir, kutmaster, imperial, barlow, wiener, frost, ideal, a w wadsworth, , and 
more. {in house shipping available}

456

Tray Lot Of Colletibles Political, Feternal, Jewelry & More - including Early Za-Ga-Zig Freemasons Shriners Fez with NY label., Flora 
Danica gold dipped leaf with gold filled chain and original box, set of olive pics and forks, Louis Vuitton cloth bag and speedy lock keys 
only, 4 costume jewelry bracelets, Avon Faux diamond ring, John Deere 125 years fob, large cut blue stone pendant, 2 1940s WWII 
sweetheart bracelets, For President Teddy Roosevelt campaign pin / button, 5 western belt buckles, Williamsburg Christmas 1984 
Kirk Stieff silver ornament on chain, vintage steel beaded bag, liner as is some fringe loss, 1 Omega quartz black and goldtone wrist 
watch, 1 Fossil  VT-2480 wrist watch. 
, 

457 15" Pressed Steel Wind Up Girard 1932 Pierce Arrow Coupe - with fold down back luggage rack, still has front lights, probably Fire 
Chief model with old repaint, some base parts missing - in house shipping available

458 Asian Inspired Wall Curio Cabinet with Mirror Back - with 2 glass shelves, 34 1/2" X 19" X 7' deep. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

459
2 Made in Murano Italy Art Glass Decanters - 8" squat form with pointed stopper, opal body with silver fleck inclusions in dot optic 
design and 12.5" pulled pear form with ball stopper and aqua accents  with silver Mae in Murano Italy foil label - in house shipping 
available

460 5 Pcs Art Glass - Northwood Bowl and Stand, Blenko Decanter, 2 Studio Vases - cobalt Blenko decanter with sunken central circle, 
1920s Northwood Chinese Coral red bowl with black base, 

461
Large Lot Of Fossil Specimens - 1- Mosasaur Jaw, 2-dinosaur bone slabs, 7-Ammonite-Ammonite shell, 2-Trilobites, 1 
complete Pecopteris fern, 2 large -Ammonite, arrow heads pionts and scrappers, perple goldstone heart, petrified bone, sand dollar 
fossels, 3 bitting clam / elephant trunk oyster, and 2" crystal orb. horse and mastadon teeth one money {in house shipping available}

462 3 Boxes FULL of Magic The Gathering Cards - Thousands of cards - in house shipping available
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463

2 Carillon Art Pottery Vases - 10 1/4" peachy tan vase with bluish white crystalline highlights and bell mark, 9" tall Chinese influence 
embossed Lotus decor with Asian design around base - Carillon pottery was made by the General Ceramics Company in New York in 
the 1930-1940s using a variety of marks, most with their carillon bell mark. They feature strong lines, blended drip glazes with 
crystalline accents - in house shipping available

464 36" Antique Ivory Handle Wood Cane - "" Tenax et fidelis" monogrammed , in house shipping available

465
3 Art Glass Vases incl Villien Boda - 10" footed flared lip vase with colorful leaf accents in body, 6" round pillow disc vase of pink and 
purple swirls dated 1986 with hard to read signature, and 3" Bertil Vallien Kosta Boda round pillow vase with small collar and abstract 
colorful line designs on mottled white iridescent ground  signed Boda Vallien 48223 - in house shipping available

466
Sterling Silver Candlestick, 6 Fiddlehead Teaspoons, Brush and Mirror Set - 6 Towle 1880 Pat. Tipped sterling teaspoons, pr weighted 
Reed and Barton candlesticks, webster Mirror and Brush Set, sterling handle child's toothbrush and pr wood handlr clotges brushes 
with (sterling?) Silver applied initials - in house shipping available

467 Japanese Red On Red Brocade Jacquard Damask Fabric Round Medallion Cranes Pattern - 29 1/2" Wide, 28 Yards  woven signature at 
end of bolt see photos, {in house shipping available

468
12 Bone China cups and Saucers - Shelley, Aynsely, Paragon and more - 10 English with Shelley Dainty Mauve and #8190 gold band 
showing blue and white birds and flowers, 3 Aynsley, Paragon, Taylor and Kent, Victoria "Jonquil", Royal Chelsea Gothic, Grafton and 
2 fancy hand painted petite eggshell china cups and saucers (1 with chip on edge of saucer) - in house shipping available

469

Ertl 1913 Ford Model T Speedster Red 1/18 "PREC ISION 100 Collection" Die Cast Model Car MIB w COA - This line of diecast cars is 
made by ERTL called "Precision 100 Collection - The Ford Motor company", one of the finest quality diecast models on the market 
today when it comes to overall quality and detail. They are spectacular cars. Only removed from the box for pictures - in house 
shipping available

470 1907 Y D Brenner Bronze Plaque Of President Abraham Lincoln - 9 1/2" X 7 1/8" plaque, 4 corners drilled for mounting, back folding 
stand removed, see photos. {in house shipping available}

471 2 Antique Glass Window or Door Signs -Tobacco & Custom - red flass glass decoration - 28'x6" & 16"x6" (some signs of age, lead 
frame is fragile) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

472
Chinese Porcelains, Figures & Viewing Stone - pr of 12" hex panel ginger jars with peony and calligraphy reverse panel decorations, 6" 
cylinder box with jumping horse decoration, 12" Regent figure, 8" rectangular box with crane decoration by WBI China, 14" vase and 
10" ginger jar with temple garden panels in brick red ground, and pr peacock decorated ginger jars (1 without lid) - local pick up only 

473 Tray of New Natural Stone Costume Jewelry - incl. pendants, rings, bracelets, necklaces, & pierced earrings plus sterling silver toe 
rings with open backs {in house shipping available}

474 Stetson Shantung Panama Hat in Orig. Box - size: 7 1/4 (excellent condition) {in house shipping available}

475
4 Gently Used Handbags - incl. Coach red leather cross body bag & quilted canvas & leather bucket style shoulder bag, Italian white & 
tan ostrich leather hand bag (some mild stains on white leather), & vintage leather with genuine snake skin hand tooled shoulder bag 
(very mild staining on interior) {in house shipping available}

476 2 Pair 11" Porcelain Figural Boudoir lamps - no shades, one pair German, one pair unknown. {in house shipping available}

477

Approx. 50 Vintage Record Albums Mostly Rock n Roll - incl. Van Morrison, Jefferson Airplane, Van Morrison, Santana, Sly and the 
Family Stone, the Doors, Harry Chapin, The Grateful Dead, Electric Mud, The Beatles, The Blackbyrds, Blind Faith, Buffalo 
Springfield, Jimi Hendrix, The Isley Brothers, Patti La Belle, Janis Joplin, Traffic, Renaissance, and more -  these are fresh from an 
estate in used condition with some written on, minor scratches and some damage to jackets (the 5 albums in the photo all have 
taped jackets) {in house shipping available USPS Media Mail}

478 Men's Black Leather Ariat Western Boot - sku: 35105 - size: 10.5 EE (seldom worn) {in house shipping available}

479 Sterling And Horn French Meat And Salad Set With Presentation Box - carving knife & fork, bone holder, and fork spoon salad set, all 
with sterling handles.hallmarked eligible {in house shipping available}

480 Vintage Tonka Toys Metal Sign and Folk Art Bottle Cap Figures - vintage 24" Tonka Toys sign (as is) & 2 mid century folk art bottle cap 
ashtrays - 1 Schaefer beer  {in house shipping available}

481

22 Mythical and Fantasy Pewter Figures and Castle Clocks - Comstock winter dragon pulling baby dragon on sled, dragon hand 
holding org and 2 castle desk clocks, Gallo Unicorn, 2 angels, 2 faries, wizard letter opener and witch magnifyer pendant and 3 playing 
gargoyles, Masterworks in fine Pewter Unicorn with faceted Crystal Ball, MWFP castl on crystalball and 5 small unmarked pixies and 
friends - in house shipping available

482
12 Native American Pewter 1" to 6" Figurines - 4 Comstock Greg Neeley 4" - 5" busts of famous Native American chiefs and warriors, 
4" - 5 1/2" Gallo Sun Maiden, Shaman, Soaring Eagle and Peacemaker figures, 3 MWFP C Julian 1" - 2 1/2" figures and 
Spoontiques "Downstream" 2" canoer - in house shipping available

483 2 Hard Carved Ethnic Masks - 1-Vintage carved Japanese Noh devil mask and 1- Igbo tribal mask Nigeria bird superstructures {in 
house shipping available}

484

100+ Pcs. Vintage Avon Cape Cod - incl. 7-10 3/4" & 9-7 1/4"  plates, 2-tier tidbit tray, pedestal cake plate, hurricane candlestick, pie 
plate, covered butter dish, gravy boat, 13.5" platter, 3 pitchers, pr. candle sticks, 2 cream & open sugars, 2 divided trays, salt & 
pepper shakers, 13 handled footed mugs, 4 tumblers, serving bowl, & much more (all in good condition) {local pick up only or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}
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485 43 3/4" Tall Mazzoni Chianti Wine Bottle Knight In Armor Firual Bottle - has contents but,  toooooo ripe to drink! Will Not Ship with 
Contents!  Local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping of empty bottle}

486

Tray Lot of Medals and Patches, Children's Records, Sewing and more - BSA Boy Scouts of America vintage patches and badges, US 
military medals, graduation tassels, Sheriff's Star, lodge pins, Star Wars medallion, 1933 Chicago World's Fair metal bookmark, set of 
5 vintage green dice in holder, Gretsch Chromatic Harmonica in box, 45s incl picture children's, First an on The Moon with sleeve, 
personal voice recordings, etc, vintage wooden  Diablo, pocket Sony tape recorder, 20+ souvenir spoons from around the world, 
sewing and more - in house shipping available

487 Lot Of 21 !8th Century French Steel Engravings Book Plates - image size 4" X 2 5/8" all of them, mounted and matted 12" X 8" on acid 
free boards and matting. {in house shipping available}

488 Hubbell Brass Adjustable Desk Lamp - 17" Tall extended, one bulb pull chain. {in house shipping available}

489 The Spell of New Mexico by Tony Hillerman, Editor in Sleeve - 1976 First Edition signed by author in case - fine condition {in house 
shipping available}

490
Star Trek Lot of Action Figures, Models, Magazines and More - incl. 2007 U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 16" Starship in box (as is, makes 
1 sound and lights up but doesn't make all sounds), 6 Next Generation action figures in bubble packs, & various Star Trek magazines 
{in house shipping available}

491

Large Lot Of Mineral Specimens - Raw Ruby, stilbite in crystal matrix, Mexico jelly opal, coral, obsidian, hemitite, vanadinite on matrix, 
calcite, pyrite, amazonite, black garnet, purple fluorite, clear quartz window, Citrine, ulexite, rutilated quartz, apophyllite, Rainbow 
Bismuth ore, pink quartz, green fluorite   pale purple/, olivine, pale purple/pink druse, smokey quartz, petrified wood, calcite, 
cyantrichite, argonite, crem stilbite, black tourmaline, amber diccs selenite, carnelian, dog-toothed amber calicite, apophlite, 
charoite, green apophylite, senenite, geode slabs, serpentine, tiger eye, lapis lazuli, mookaite, and more {in house shipping available} 
Heavy

492

650+ Pokémon Cards in album sleeves - 45 Holo, Reverse Hollow and a few unusual all over holo graphic patterns , 44 rares including 
Neo Revelations Lugia 20/64 and Entei 17/64, Neo Destiny Unown 27/105, Mr Mime 37/147, Scrafty 69/114, Deoxys 68//168, Light 
Lanturn 23/105, Metlang 21/101, Kingdra 19/64, Light Machamp, Yanmega 4/119 and 7/114, Swinub 80/162, Heater Rotom 24/156, 
Dragonite 51/108, Togekiss 46/108, Meowstic 59/122, Abson 40/108 and more, 500+ unsorted common and uncommon cards, 30+ 
Trainer cards and 18 Energy cards - most Near Mint and Lightly played, some moderately played - in house shipping available

493 Martin Cushman Florida Faience 3 Handled Vase - Applied leaves and branches in turquoise blue {in house shipping available}

494 3 Piece Sea Shell Console Set Pink Cambridge Crown Tuscan -
Pair Of 10" Cornucopia Seashell Vases & Large 11" Seashell # 8 Salad / Center Bowl {in house shipping available}

495 2 Ron Lee Metal Clown Figures on Onyx Bases, Both Signed Ron '86 - "Rags to Riches" clown pulling wagon with money bag to I.R.S. 
and Hitchhiking Hobo Clown, both with nice original paint, metal bead base decoration - in house shipping available

496
Lotus Etch Victorian Glass Trumpet Vase in Enamel Decorated Cherub Holder - lotus petal stylized etchings to trumpet vase, pair of 
cherubs hold base, ornate enamel decorated holder for vase in high style design, Possible Mt Washington workshops or Continental/ 
French design - in house shipping available

497 Fossils, Shells & Teeth - 1 spiny shell turtle shell 14" X 10", horn inner bone core, 5" X 4" shark tooth, 3 3/4" ammonite shell 
fossil,  and small jaw bone fossil. {in house shipping available}

498

4 Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" & Friend Mid Century Modern Vessels - speckled stoneware collar foot jar with raised 
surface designs and candlestick lid in dark brown glazes (natural and firing imperfections to edges of lid and foot, some minor wear), 
light turquoise and tan speckled globe vase supported by colum pedestal and fine flared vase lip and free form glazing with natural 
clay show through, and triangular seed vase with inset yellow round center (firing break to top part fo neck -Renowned Sarasota 
potter of the 1960s and 70s with innovative designs, glaze formulas and forms - Dick Wagner was an important part of the 1960s-70s 
art scene in Bradenton Florida, owner of Stone wheel Gallery and active member in Florida Craftsman shows and events. Approaching 
clay with an open mind and allowing the spirit to flow, no two pieces are exactly alike, selections here are from his family estate 
collection - in house shipping available

499 Victorian Green Pitcher and 4 tumblers with enamel decoration - white stylized floral bands - in house shipping available

500
Pr of 34" Vintage Composite Kacquer Ware Palace Vases with Golden Phoenix and Flower - Attached stands, beautiful lightly raised 
enamel flying phoenix with peony, cherry blossoms, morning glory, bamboo and other floral accents (both with foot repair)- in house 
shipping available

501

41 Pokemon Rare Holo and Reverse Holo Trading Cards - Rare Hollo Archeops 54/101, Gothitelle 47/98, Nedoking lv.48 45/108, 
Lucario 80/103, Zapdos 42/108, 3 moderately plaey Rare Holos ( Articuno 27/99,  Zoroark 71/114, and Skuntank 15/130 creased), 
Reverse Holo Farfetch'd 68 /108, Ampharos 40/124, Virizon 12/98, Crobat 33/119, Bellossom 1/90,3 with unusual all over hologram 
designs Chandelure 43/119, Cinccino 89/124 and Kabutops 29/124 and many more -varied conditions from NM to moderately played 
(grading is opinion see photos for details -  in house shipping available

502 Tray of Vintage Zippo Lighters - incl. 4 patent 2517191, 3 monogrammed, & 3 for parts (signs of wear on all and 1 has paint) - 
contents only {in house shipping available}

503

7 Framed Fashional Footwear Prints by Fiona Saunders Bombay Company Plus 2 Smaller Prints - The Stephanie Hoppen Curated 
Collection of Fashionable Footwear, by Fiona Saunders, contemporary English Artists for The Bombay Company- Descriptions of series 
on reverse, in beautiful gold frames with gold decorated matting - frame size 7-18.5"x15.5" & 2-10.25"x13.25" {local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party shipping}
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504

Tray Lot of Antique Perfume Bottles, EAPG Ruby Flash Souvenir Box, Crystal and More - perfumes including mini "dans la nuit" cobalt 
(Lalique?), 2 pendant Evening in Paris, cut crystal with flip top silver cap (inner stopper missing) and more, EAPG ruby stain Heart 
Band small mug by McKee "Souvenir of Niagra Falls, NY" covered box, small "Djer Kiss Parfum Kerkoff" and  partial violet parfum label 
bottles, 2 pcs cut crystal and more - see photos for details

505 20 Peru Art Nazca Lines Souvenir Stones - Most etched, a few painted, purchased in Peru from native artist in the 1960s at Nazca site 
- in house shipping available

506

Approx. 50 Vintage Record Albums - incl. The Righteous Brothers, Otis Spann, Sly and The Family Stone, Judy Collins, Ambrosia, Ace, 
Cabaret soundtrack, Smokey Robinson, Donna Summer, Tom Browne, Joe Tex, Tim Buckley, Carole King, Jimi Hendrix, The Allmann 
Brothers, Bob Dylan, Saturday Night Fever soundtrack, Led Zeppelin, & more -  these are fresh from an estate in used condition with 
some written on, minor scratches and some damage to jackets (photo of 3 albums jackets have been taped together or are very 
damaged) {in house shipping available USPS Media Mail}

507

3 Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" Mid Century Modern Vessels - Height of Mid-century Retro Style with 11" stoneware 
globe vase with hour glass foot and applied collar lip directional glazed panels in earthen tones, 8" globe vase raised on tripod feet 
with flared lip, speckled tan on brown glazes and 5" porcelain vase of white Kaolin in muted greens with brown applied swirling oval 
panel and blue center accents (some glaze skips, great authentic design -Renowned Sarasota potter of the 1960s and 70s with 
innovative designs, glaze formulas and forms - Dick Wagner was an important part of the 1960s-70s art scene in Bradenton Florida, 
owner of Stone Wheel Gallery and active member in Florida Craftsman shows and events. Approaching clay with an open mind and 
allowing the spirit to flow, no two pieces are exactly alike, selections here are from his family estate collection - in house shipping 
available

508

2 Hand Signed Federal Reserve Notes Folios - Anna Escobedo Cabal and Mary Ellen Winslow - 2 great currency collector folios 
released by PCS stamps and coins, each consisting of 4 block uncut one and two dollar bills, the lower of which is personally hand 
signed over print signature by The US Treasurer of the time - first set is Mary Ellen Winslow with 1995 one and two dollar sheets, the 
second is Anna Escobedo Cabal 2003 two dollar and 2006 one dollar sheets - in house shipping available 

509 Tommy Bahama Maya Bay Collection Rolling Suitcase - 25"x16"x10" (like new condition) {in house shipping available}

510 40+ Antique Sata Claus and Halloween post Cards - inclidog Raphael Tuck 150 Series imp and pumpkin creature pulling a cracker, 
Snantas of all shapes, sizes, colors and conditions =- In house shipping available

511 Sun Purple (manganese dioxide exposed to sun light) Carboy Demijohn Glass Bottle - 17 1/4" tall, 12" wide, hand blown ribbed body 
with applied neck, These make a great floor light/ night light. {in house shipping available}

512 Men's Justin Western Leather Boots in Orig. Box - style P1867 Denim Italian & ostrich leather - size: 10.5 EE (slightly worn condition) 
{in house shipping available}

513
Carillon Art Pottery 12" Tan White Vase and 7 1/2" Peachy Tan Ball Pitcher - Carillon pottery was made by the General Ceramics 
Company in New York in the 1930-1940s using a variety of marks, most with their carillon bell mark, as on the vase, and also a block 
M, as seen on the pitcher. They feature strong lines, blended drip glazes with crystalline accents

514
Sterling Silver and Silver Plate Spoons, Cocoa Stirrer and more - 3 sterling spoons (international chrysanthemum embossed berry/ 
sugar spoon, Towle and W & M Fiddle head), .800 silver "Dresden" souvenir spoon, 2 sterling overlay perfume bottles, 2 Alpaca mark 
individual chocolate/ cocktail stirrers, 3 silverplate orange spoons, 2 state souvenir spoons and salad fork - in house shipping available

515
Vintage 3-Tier Hat Box Carrier with 3 Men's Hats - ivory color felt with brown grosgrain ribbon derby (some mild stains and signs of 
wear), dark brown top hat (inside padding is deteriorating and inside band has stains), & tan felt derby with brown grosgrain ribbon 
(stains inside) - all size 7 1/8 in 21" tall black plastic 3 tier hat travel case  {in house shipping available}

516

12 Topps Chrome 2000 Series 1 Pokemon Cards (2 Spectra Chrome) and 2 Topps Foil - Spectra Chrome holo #01 Bulbusaur and #73 
Tentacruel, Topps Chrome #04 Charmander, #09 Blastoise,#17 Pidgeotto, #25 Pikachu, #27 Sandshrew, #30 Nidorina, #42 Golbat, #44 
Gloom, #50 Diglett,and  #56 Mankey (all in NM+ shape worthy of grading, crisp corners) plus foil #72 Tentacool with small crease and 
bent corner and #74 Geodude - in house shipping available

517
3 Murano & BPK Glass Perfumes and Bud Vase - "Casa del Regalo Bortolo Venezia" and " Made in Italy Murano" vintage foil stickers 
on 7" Sommerso Design Perfume in 3 colors encased in clear, similar style 10" bud vase (unmarked) and 4 1/2" amber rounded 
perfume bottle with Big Pine Key makers mark embossed on base - in house shipping available

518 5 Hand Carved Wood Duck Decoys with Glass Eyes - Unsigned, various artists - in house shipping available

519 Lot Of Western Jewelry - 2- Bolo ties, 3 belt buckles, fossilized shell pendant, and 2 sterling silver rings with turquoise stones. {in 
house shipping available}

520
Tray of Estate Jewelry incl. 14k Gold, Sterling, & Costume - incl. two 14k gold stick pins (both unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k), 
Cameo sterling silver pin & pair of earrings, Kenneth Jay Lane earring sets, ESO Swiss watch with orig. booklet, stick pin jewelry, 
crystal flower bud pin (chip on flower), & more - contents only 

521 1980 Mattel Littles Doll House & Doll House Furniture - Littles doll house with 10 pcs. of metal furniture (house has not been 
constructed, appears to all be there but no guarantee) and 60+ pcs. wood and metal doll furniture {in house shipping available}

522
Tray Lot of 26 Pewter Figurines Incl Betty Boop, Wizard of Oz, Spacecraft and More - Comstock Figures Incl 4 Betty Boop, 3 Wizard of 
Oz and winged goddess holding Clock, Spoontiqes Musical Clef Sign clock, 2 spacecrafts and 3 small figs, Masterworks in Pewter flying 
eagle and Firefighter and 10 misc small pieces - in house shipping available

523 Martin Cushman Florida Faience Signed Arts and Crafts Style Vase - With cut outs, Florida flora designs - in house shipping available

524 Harley Davidson X06 Half Helmet - size: XL (very minor signs of use) {in house shipping available}
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525 Mid Century Modern Blenco Decanter - Blenko 16 1/2" # 920 Decanter with stopper 22" tall in chartreuse Circa 1930-53  {in house 
shipping available}

526 6 Pc American brilliant and Other Fine Cut Crystal - Pr 11" fluted vases with elegant cutting,12" Compote, 13" decanter/ ewer with 
Georgian cut handle accents and ornate stopper, 6" fancy cut vase and floral cut ash tray - in house shipping available, large box cost

527 2 Rock Tumblers in Boxes - both working 1 box as is {in house shipping available}

528 2 Vintage Ceramco Dental Porcelain Crown and Bridge Stain Kits With Wooden Boxes - {in house shipping available

529 6 Sterling Silver Gorham Buttercup Pattern Tea Spoons - 4 made for Hess & Culbertson pat 1900, each spoon 5 3/4" long. 5.775 ozt all 
6 have a B monogram {in house shipping available}

530

Case lot of 1938 and 1948 Europe Photos, Oil Lamp, Marble Neck Bottles and More - 100s of 2 5/8" × 3 7/8" black and white photos 
with descriptions on verso of American GI's travels through Europe in 1948 and clergyman's 1938 European tour and pilgrimage, 
antique brass whale oil spout lamp with stand, 1924 Honolulu Rapid Transit fare token and 1927 Portugal 1 Escudo coin, hammered 
pewter mug with female nude handle, Mickey Mouse toddler's fork, swirl ribbed inkwell, 3 glass bottles with pinched marble stop 
neck, fire helmet candle snuffer, Native American Zuni stylized Dragonfly Kachina amulet, tiny dime purse, old keys and ink pens, etc - 
in house shipping available

531 Bristolscope Bristoline No. 750254 3 Lens Microscope - with wood carry case, no key. {in house shipping available} 

532 4 Sterling Silver Desk Picture Frames - 1- 4 1/4" X 3 1/2" Towle oval frame, 1- 4 1/4" X 3 1/2" Towle rectangle frame, 1- 1968 
Broadway & Co. Birmingham England 4 1/2" round frame, 1- Towle 6 1/2" X 4 3/4" rectangle frame. {In house shipping available}

533 Satsuma Vase Table Lamp With Silk Umbrella Shade - 29" tall with shade. small staining on shade {in house shipping available}

534
34 Pieces Of Used Vintage Gorham Stainless Casablanca Pattern Mid Century Modern Flatware - 6 each; dinner knife, fork, tea spoon, 
ice tea spoon, 5 salad forks, 3 serving spoons, 1 slotted serving spoon, 1 cold meat fork. (all in used condition)  {in house shipping 
available}

535

33 Pokémon Promo and Training Sets, World Championship and Star Promo Trading Game Cards - McDonalds Promo Holo Kang 11
/12, Pignite 4/12, and Blitzle 6/12, Plusle XY Training Set 2 Meowth 4/12, Sylveon XY Trainer Kit Eevee 21/30, Snubbull 11/30, Sylveon 
15/30, Fletchling 19/30, Noivern XY training set Noibat 23/30 and 12/30, Furfrou 20/30, Pumpkaboo 111/30 and 8/30, Ekans 16/30, 
Spoink 1/30, Gourgeist 2/30, Latias XY Half Deck Grovyle 2730, Lombre 6/30 and 21/30, Lotad 23/30, Surskit 16/30 Latias 14/30, 
Fletchling 4/30, Tangrowth 2/30 and Tangela 13/30. Sun & Moon Lycanroc training set Rockruff 14/30; Black Star Promo Torchic Holo 
XY37, Mudkip XY38 and Pansage BW11, World Championship Decks 2007 Trainer Professor Elm's Training Method 79/101 
Uncommon, 2009 Claydol 15/106 bent, 2015 Blastoise 16/101 rare and Articuno 17/108 rare - in house shipping available

536

Autographed 2008 Master's Golf Tournament Memorabilia & More - incl. The Official Annual 2008 Campions Tour book signed by 
Loren Roberts, Jay Haas, & Tom Watson, signed course guide by Larry Mize 1983 Master's Champions, & signed postcard by Doug 
Ford 1957 Master's Champions, Master's hat XL (never worn), 2 Nike Tiger Wood's collection Golf hats - burgundy S/M & white M/L 
(new with tags), plus 2008 The Masters Augusta Georgia 25"x28.5" poster new in tube {in house shipping available}

537 Howard Miller Bracket Clock, Key Wind, Pecan Wood Finish - # 1050-020 working  movement  3 chimes plus silent, chimes on the 1/4 
hour, 18" tall, 14 1/4" wide, 8 1/8" deep. {in house shipping available}

538
Lot Of 6 Butter / Cheese Spreaders - one each; Gorham "Lyric", Gorhan for Geo. T. Brodnax "Chantilly", Baker Mfg. "Floral", Oneida 
"Afterglow", International "Wild Rose", and  Reed Barton "Marlborough". one money 6.540 ozt  3 with monogram 3 without see 
photos {in house shipping available}

539 Men's Lucchese Western Tan Leather Boots in Orig. Box - sku: 1505 R4 - size: 10.5 EE (nicely broken in) {in house shipping available}

540 Jose Puyet (1922 - 2004) was active/lived in Spain. - 2 Pen and Ink Portraits of Young Women 8 1/4" x 6" paper - Jose Puyet is known 
for Impressionist paintings of glamorous women and men. {in house shipping available WITHOUT frames}

541 Ornate Italy Imperial Brass Mantle Clock, Key Wind, Hermle Movement - 16" tall, 8 1/2" wide, 3 1/2" deep, bell chime on the 1/2 
hour, working FHS Hermle movement, with key {in house shipping available}

542

5 Tony Hillerman Soft Cover Books - incl. 2003 First Ed. of uncorrected proof of The Sinister Pig, 1985 Second paperbound printing 
signed and dated by author in 1987, signed 1988 advance reading copy of A Thief of Time,  inscribed "For Stanley - The finished 
version is better!" 1998 advance readers edition The First Eagle, & signed 1993 First Ed. Sacred Clowns (see photos for condition) {in 
house shipping available}

543 3 Boxed Sets Of Japanese Sterling Silver Utencils - 1 set of 8 ice tea spoons, 6 cocktail forks, and 6 Sakai spoons. Total weight 2.895 
ozt {in house shipping available}

544 Art Deco Hermle Wood And Chrome Mantel Clock - Working Hermle movement with key, 2 chimes sing on 1/4 hour. {in house 
shipping available}

545 2 Wood Carvings - incl. 21" African figure & 18" Alaskan totem pole by Foxmoore {in house shipping available}

546

Lot Of Sterling Silver Tablewares - one each; Towle  "Chippendale"  bon bon spoon, Gorham "Etruscan" bon bon spoon, Joseph Mayer 
& Bros "Alaska Totem Pole" spoon, Watson Co. "Meadow Rose" gravy ladle,  Art Nouveau Dinner Knife unknown maker, Barker 
Brothers Silver Ltd "Open salt cobalt liner and pepper shaker", 5.615 ozt (without liner and dinner knife)  one money. {in house 
shipping available}
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547 4 Rolls Uncirculated Kennedy Half Dollars - 1971-D, 1979-D, 1991 and 1992-D - in house shipping available

548

Pokémon Collectible Plush Toys, Gold Plated Cards, Hats, Manga Books, Cards and More - 3 hats in various themes, 3 2014 Mega 
Tokyo Pokemon Center plush Pikazard (Pikachu cosplay in Charizard suit) 9" limited edition figures all with tags and 2 in factory 
plastic wrap, same figure Halder necklace, Pokemon Pikachu shocks back #2 and #3 Viz Comics and Black and White vol. 1 Manga 
books, Dragon Majesty Dragons Then and Now booklet on dragon art cards, 2014 Temporary tattoos, 2003 Wendys Latios & 
Latias sealed card 09/15, vinyl figure of Pikachu and Eevee in ball, 8 23k gold plated ingot style Burger King Cards (2 Charizard, 2 
Poliwhirl, Pikachu, Togepi, Mewtwo and Jigglypuff) with 3 original plastic cases and 3 ball holders (all missing internal card holders), 3 
Burger King 3-D plastic toy cards, Nintendo 1999 large card Pikachu, playing cards with tin, Hasbro Battling coin game in case, 3 
square lenticular cards, 50 msc lightly to heavily payed cards and more - in house shipping available

549 Small Smiths Enfield Dome Nepolean's Hat Mantle Clock -  working with key, gongs on 1/2 hour {in house shipping available}

550
4 Tony Hillerman Hardcover Books incl. Signed - 2 signed 1993 First ed. Sacred Clowns, signed 2003 First ed. The Sinister Pig, 1978 
second printing The Spell of New Mexico inscribed "To The M.C. Moores with Thanks for Their generosity"(no dust jacket, see photos 
for condition on all)  {in house shipping available}

551 Lot 1960's Horse Racing Winning Circle Black & White Photos - all from New York race tracks incl. Belmont Park, Finger Lakes, 
Aqueduct, & more 8"x10" {in house shipping available}

552 18 1/2" Bronze Blind Justice Statue after Antoine Bofill with marble base - resting on 12 1/2" white marble plateau - in house shipping 
available

553 Men's Los Altos Western Brown Ostrich Leather Boots - 13" top, fully leather lined, cushion leather insole, J toe, & leather outsole in 
Los Altos box but not orig. box - size: 11 EE (gently worn) {in house shipping available}

554 50 Hot Wheels Including 48 in Case and 2 in orig. Packs - nice condition, functional storage case with easy access filled with vintage 
Hot Wheels plus Flying Colors and First Edition Pro in original packs - In House Shipping Available

555 4 Vintage Bronze and Brass Bells - Pivot mount door bell with floral carved form, angel finial and dragon counterweight, & 3 hand 
bells {in house shipping available}

556
Lot Of Art Glass Heisey, Waterford, Hawkes & Fostoria - 1-Fostoria Clear glass Pelican Figurine paperweight,Fostoria Clear glass 
Pelican Figurine paperweight, pair of Heisey clear glass horse head bookends, 1- signed Waterford crystal desk battery clock, 1 
Hawkes 10 1/4" plate with "Coronel" cutting. one money {in house shipping available}

557
Antique Pressed Steel Toy Truck & Train - Kingsbury Toys Express pressed steel windup Buddy L / Wyandotte / Structo truck (missing 
back gate, motor doesn't work properly) & 16" Dayton Hillclimber friction locomotive (missing motor) & 12.5" steel pressed coal 
car {in house shipping available}

558 32 pcs Johnson Bros Coaching Scenes Blue Dinnerware - 7 -10" dinner plates, 9 - dessert plates, 9 saucers and 8 cups (4 cups show 
noticeable crazing to interior) - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

559 11 Paperweights incl. Art Glass - controlled bubble art glass, globe on plastic stand, fish, lucite dandelion, & more plus rainbow 
lighted mirror stand battery operated & DC electric but no cords {in house shipping available}

560
4 Model Car Kits & 2 Advertising Trucks - Revell '69 Dodge Charger, Ertl 1970 Impala, 'bTestors 1971 Plymouth Hemi Cuda, (all 3 
appear to be complete), & Ertl 1961 Rachero (partially assembled) - all boxes as is plus 2002 Coca-Cola Nascar & 1995 Exxon race car 
hauler (both in orig. boxes), in house shipping available{

561

4 Pcs of Vintage Carillon Art Pottery - Carillon pottery was made by the General Ceramics Company in New York in the 1930-1940s, 
these pieces marked with their carillon bell mark. They feature strong lines, blended drip glazes with crystalline accents - 5" × 4" 
covered box in blue with applied Leaves and gold decoration, 6" × 5.5" covered box with squirrel finial in Fulper-like light blue glaze, 
7" Asian influenced tan/white fluted bowl with flambe-like decor and 12" × 8.5" sea foam green ikebana style mellon rib low oval 
bowl (minor marks to surface) - in house shipping available

562 Edmund Scientific, Edscorp Barrington N.J. Microscope With 3 Sets Of Eyepieces & Wood Case - 3 pairs of eyepieces are 5x, 10x $ 15x 
{in house shipping available}

563
4 Michael Kors Bags - gently used incl. black faux snake skin clutch/shoulder bag with gold decoration (some scuffs in gold), pink 
leather snake skin design handbag/shoulder bag (ink stain on lining), brown canvas initial shoulder bag (make-up stain on lining), & 
white canvas initial handbag/shoulder bag  {in house shipping available}

564

15 Pcs Cut Crystal and Needle Etch Pitcher - Art Deco design grape and vine needle etch water pitcher with silver rim and lid with 
silver finish knob, cut crystal syrup with SP mounts, 5 floral and 2 fancy cut tumblers, trumpet vase inset for epergne (bent metal base 
collar), compote with elegant wheel cut design, 10" cylinder, bud and 6" hourglass vases, and knife rest (some possibly Pairpoint) - 
Local Pick Up Only or buyer arranges thrid party packing and shipping

565 17" Hand Painted Chinese Porcelain Charger and 16" Azzura Turkish Han - charger hand painted with quail and flower scenic design 
and hand painted glass scalloped rim bowl by Azzurra, made in Turkey - in house shipping availabke

566
Men's Dan Post Omaha Western Boot in Taupe Python Leather in Orig. Box - SKU: DPP3040 - taupe python leather foot and 13" 
chocolate leather top featuring a cushion comfort insole and medium round toe with western combination heel and leather outsole, 
size: 11.5D (slightly worn) {in house shipping available}

567
Glass Crystal and Other Perfume Bottles, Tray and More - 6" orange Tiffin hand painted parrot "Jungle" apothecary/ dresser jar with 
black trim (some wear) and deep feather and panel jar, 9" panel and 2 -6" fancy cut perfumes, alabaster trinket box and Perry Ellis 
perfume - in house shipping available

568 12" Higgins Art Glass Bowl - Colorful swirl glass with delicate gold spiraling accents, signed higgins on rim - in house shipping available
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569

50 Vintage Record Albums - incl. Jackson Browne, James Gang, Earth Wind & Fire, Crosby Stills & Nash, Jethro Tull, Johnny Mathis, 
The Doors, Fresh Cream, Rolling Stones, Heart, Linda Ronstadt, Simon and Garfunkel, Swan Lake, & more - these are fresh from an 
estate in used condition with some written on, minor scratches and some damage to jackets (the photo of 5 albums have significant 
damage to jackets) {in house shipping available USPS Media Mail}

570 Water Buffalo Horn DisplaycHeavily Carved with Dragons - 23" x 29" mounted on MOP inlay black lacquer stand

571
Nambu Iwachu Cast Iron And Enamel Teapot ,Trivet, and 3 Cup With Leaf Shape Liners -  Nambu Cast Ironware Iwachu  Made in 
Morioka, Japan. Graceful handcrafted traditional design "Green Pine Needle" Has a stainless steel infuser basket, and baked porcelain 
enamel inside. Includes matching Trivet & 3 cups with leaf shaped liners. {in house shipping available}

572 38 Hand Painted Henriot Quimper French Faience Ceramic Tiles - ea. 5 15/16" square with hand painted floral designs (all in near 
mint condition) {in house shipping available}

573 Vintage Pyrex Primary Color Mixing Bowl Set - (some minor scratches, see photos) {in house shipping available}

574 MCM  Blue And White Swirl Art Glass Ice Tea Set - Large Pitcher and 6 Glasses {in house shipping available}

575 Mid 1800's Ivory, Silk, & Feather Wedding Fan in Shadow Box - with typed family history on back dating from 1868-1983 - 12"x17.5" 
shadow box (fan is in good overall condition considering age) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

576 Lot Of 5 Hand Painted Porcilain Wares -  "Top Of The Hill" Royal Doulton Figure HN1833, Hull Woodland matt Gloss Console Bowl 
W29, 10 5/8" TV limoges china footed bowl, 5" bulbous Limoges vase, and  6 1/2" stoppered bottle. {in house shipping available}

577
Tray Lot of Cut Crystal Bowls, Decanters and More - 14" Russian/ Snowflake cut console bowl, 2 fine cut 12" decanters (some 
clouding), 8" high  boat form compote with wheel cut fruit band, 6 varied pillar candlesticks and 4 paperweights incl Caithness 
Reflections and crystal egg with minor bruise - in house shipping available

578 Droll Designs 3 Pc. Cannister Set - with eggplant, tomato, & asparagus  - 12", 9", & 7" tall (in great condition) {in house shipping 
available}

579
4 Vintage Hand Carved African Ceremonial Masks - Three 3/4 size Dan 8 3/4" - 9" masks with some metal teeth and eye adornment, 
and full size 13" mask of similar design with applied white face pigments, polished wood forehead and cheeks (possibly Dan, Duma or 
Chokwe origin) - all showing marvelous patina from traditional use, some condition issues - in house shipping available

580 Fenton Colonial Blue Rose Embossed Student Table Lamp - Glass is in great shape, split to bottom of metal foot, slight lean to lamp, 
working - in house shipping available, large size bix

581
11 Pcs. Hand Painted Henriot Quimper French Faience Plates & Bowls - incl. 12.5" handled tray with hand painted rooster, 10" rooster 
plate, matching dinner plate & bowl, floral design plates (all in near mint condition), plus Danish bowl (some discoloration from use) 
{in house shipping available}

582 Large Collection of Men's Used Civil War Reenactment Clothing - 23 jackets & vests plus multiple pairs of elastic waist pants all in 
various sizes plus 4 hats (most in good condition, a couple with stains) {in house shipping available}

583

4 Pcs Shaker and Shaker Inspired Wood Craft items - 42" rug beater with bent rattan/ reed blade mounted into sold rock maple or 
cherry handle (some splits to wood where reed was mounted into handle), 5" x 9.5" diameter round box  with faded inked name of 
maker or owner Frank with illegible last name, 19" box or barrel lid of 19" round single board with typical shaker wood wrap around 
lip and triangular tapered end and bowed handle with open center, and 9" hand brush of tapered wood handle and round head, split 
to edge fo brush head - in house shipping available

584
22" Modernist Sculpture of Stylized Woman by George Tudzarow "Zaro" '97 - George Tudzarov specialized in Raku pottery while living 
and working in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida with his wife at Tudzarov Studio Gallery for Contemporary Clay Forms. He passed away January 
1st, 2000. Other contemporary 'Zaro' Sculptures are on display in Chicago, New Orleans, and Key Largo. - in house shipping available

585

85 Pcs Anchor Hocking Moonstone French Opalescent Glass Dinner Ware and Serving Pieces - 28 ruffled and free form rim (6 -11" 
plates, 4 -10" serving, 2 -8", 2 -8" divided 1 2 handled and 10 - 6" berry  bowls, 6" vase, and 2 heart shaped nappies). and 57 round/ 
plain rim (10 -8 1/2", 5 saucers and 8 cups, 12 low sherbets, 6 footed water tumblers, 2 creamers and 1 sugar, 6 -5 1/2" bowls, 2 
covered candy jars, rectangular cigarette box, round trinket box, clover relish  and pr single candle holders)

586
White Wedgwood Ribbed Vase Form Lamp with Raised Grape Designs - Urn form body resting on embossed grape vine plinth atop 
metal collar foot - 30" tall in house shipping available, but requires oversize box and extra packing, inquire for estimated cost
 

587
1930s Art Deco German Wood Carved Glider Sculpture (repaired) - Description on  base reads "Given to Gus by a Mr Miller in Berlin 
Germany 1935-2936. He was an instructor in Sail Planes Flying", great Art Deco design, break repair to stem and where plane affixes 
to it - in house shipping available

588
39 Pcs Madeira Harvest Dinnerware and Serving Pieces - Casa Stone by Casa Fina Portugal - Fine Portuguese Stoneware in country 
yellow with brown wash accents, wide embossed fruit rolling  rims -10 dinner and 10 salad plates, 9 mugs, 7 round deep & 1 
centerpiece serving bowls,  oval relish and platter - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

589

Vintage Comic Book Collections - Simpsons, Star Wars, Angel & Faith and More - Bongo Comics The Simpsons #9, 2 - 14, 17, 185, 
191200-205, 208, 209, 213, 214, and #1 Simpsons Comics Explosion 9 page, Futurama #64, 6 Season 9 Angel & Faith, 9 Star Wars 
Agent of the Empire, Legacy War, Blood Ties, Darth Vader and the Ghost Prison, etc;  10 cent Dixie Dugan and Buzzy America's 
favorite Teenager, plus pack of superhero punch out cards - in house shipping available

590 5 Pc. Service for 5 of Lenox Solitaire China - dinner, salad, & bread plates, salad bowls, & cups & saucers plus gravy boat (all in great 
condition) {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}
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591

Petite Shaker Nursing Rocker with Rushed Seat - 27" x 20" x 16" of rich patinated cherry or maple, having all of the characteristics of 
the classic 1850s style and construction techniques of the Society of Quakers - thin graceful runners, simple baluster back supports 
with an q1ever so slight curve, triple splat ladder back with characteristic bent rod crest, turned urn form arm supports with domed 
knobs and split dowl fasteners - a real beauty!

592

Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" Mid Century Modern Vessel - Mid Century Modern Retro vase in muted mustard drip 
glaze,over earthen brown wash,  11 raised horn spouts / vase heads rise from globe body supported  on hourglass foot -Renowned 
Sarasota potter of the 1960s and 70s with innovative designs, glaze formulas and forms - Dick Wagner was an important part of the 
1960s-70s art scene in Bradenton Florida, owner of Stonewheel Gallery and active member in Florida Craftsman shows and events. 
Approaching clay with an open mind and allowing the spirit to flow, no two pieces are exactly alike, selections here are from his 
family estate collection - in house shipping available

593
62 Pcs Johnson Bros Hearts and Flowers Staffordshire Old Granite Ironstone Dinnerware - 8 dinner and 11 bread plates, 5 coffee 
mugs, 1 cup and 12 saucers, 12" plater, 4 sauce dishes, 8 cereal bowls, s & p, cream and covered sugar, gravy boat with underplate, 
three 8 1/4" serving bowls and 8 3/4" serving bowl with inset {local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping}

594

50 Vintage Classic Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - The Police Outlandos c-amour, Ghost in the Machine, and  Synchronicity, Patti 
Austin Live at The Bottom Line, The Crusaders Free as The Wind and Images, Loggins and Messina Full Sail, Lou Rawls Live Elton John 
Honkey Chateau and Breaking Hears, Earth Wind and Fire Gratitude, Seals and Crofts Unborn Child and I'll Play for You, The Best of 
Sonny & Cher, Toto Hydra, Bette Midler the Divine Miss M. Jethro Tull Aqualung, Diana Ross and the Supremes Greatest hits, Steely 
Dan Aja, Rickie Le Jones Pirates, The Young Rascals Groovin'. Dionne Warwick Very Dionne, Kim Carnes Mistaken Identity, Black 'N 
Blue, Roberta Flack Blue Lights in The basement, More George Thorogood and the Destroyers, Commodores, Sgt Pepper Hearts Club 
Band, The Beatles 1962-1966, Billy Squier Signs of Life,  Paul McCartney Pipes of Peace, Stevie Wonder Teh Woman in Red, Greatest 
Hits and The Secret Life of Plants Live, Tom Waits Closing Time and Foreign Affairs, Lionel Richie Can't Slow Down, Creede3nce 
Clearwater Revival Cosmo's Factory , Dan Fogelberg  Phoenix,Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet Band  Nine Tonight, Carole King Wrap 
Around Joy, The J Geils Band  Best of, Steve Winwood Arc of a Diver, The Very Best of jim Croce, The Cars, Paul Williams A Little Bit of 
Love, Genesis Three Sides Live, Joe Cocker I Can Stand a Little Rain, Billy Jel The Stranger and James Taylor One Dog Man - in house 
shipping available

595

21 1/2" Marvel The fantastic Four Behold... Galacticus! King Size Hardback Release - The Galactus version of your average comic book, 
featuring the art work of Stan Lee, Jack Kirby, John Byrne and John Buschema - Still in original factory plastic wrap, some tearing to 
wrap in upper right and some bumps to the corners from moving this monster around, but other than that , mint, untouched and 
unopened - in house shipping available media mail as it is HEAVY!

596

61" Kuba Ngbandi Hand Forged Antique African Spear with Shaft Carving - This metal spear has a 35"  thin, triangular sword form 
blade attached to a wooden shaft  with an egg-shaped widening with rhombic carvings. shaft is wrapped with iron banding to center 
knob with iron base piece. Great handwork, solid construction and rich patina - can ship, additional oversize shipping and packing 
charges

597 Lot of 6 Large Mineral Specimens - one looks to be raw almandine garnet, see photos {in house shipping available} very heavy

598

Antique African Hand Forged Iron Turkana Leaf Point Spear and Spike Ended Staff - 66" throwing spear with approx 23" 
lanceolate leaf form forged iron spear point showing remnants of decorated surface layer atop fine ribbed form mounted to original 
wood shaft and spiral wrapped with supportive reeding and iron stake point to base and 61" spear staff wrapped in sections of 
rawhide and decorative leather bands, iron stake points to top and base (leather brittle, separating and some loss), both with old 
Skinner auction tags and worn collector seals - can ship, additional oversize shipping and packing charges

599
19" Baule/Guro Hand Carved Mask with Bird Crest - Muted mustard yellow background face color with brown overtones, black 
carved hair, collar/beard with base horn/ beard design concentric circle solid mouth and white bird with red crest spirit helper crest - 
worn patina,, some wear - in house shipping available

600

Art Nouveau Porcelain 7 Pc. Wash Set with Beautiful Pastel Tulip Design by Grindley & Co. - soft airbrush colors of green aqua, yellow 
and pink on stippled ground with embossed tulips -15" covered waste jar, 10" tall wash pitcher & 17" bowl, 8.5" covered commode, 
6" not water pitcher, 4" mug, & 2" soap dish with liner - (in very good condition, except the small pitcher has spider crack in base) - 
Local Pick up Only or Buyer Arranges Third Party Packing and Shipping

601

Ephemera Lot w/ Presentation Binders, Moive Star Scrap Book, Post Cards 1st Day Covers & Bird Books - 1920-30s Scrap book super 
full of movie stars and Starlets with Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell, Barry Norton and Stanley Smith, Postcards including Linen TWA 
color, 1930 World's Fair and others, First Day covers, collection of antique literature, art and trade cards with presentation folios  plus 
collection of Bird guide and related books including Audubon Birds and Audubon Animals art book, field guides of South Florida, 
Hawaii and more general ones, etc - in house shipping available

602

21"Kuba DR Congo Mongo Knife with Copper Hilt & Brass Studed natural Knob Handle -  well made hand forged iron 21" blade with 
copper hilt support to base of blade, spiraling to the spike, inserts into free form wood knob with brass stud decoration to base. 
Beautiful aged patina, beavertail blade with center rib and forged hand details - knob is loose, Saka tribe also made similar knives - in 
house shipping available

603

16 pcs Tiffin and other Elegant Glass - Tiffin satin black embossed Poppies vase with black glass stand, small black glass stand , 10", 2 
-8", and 6 1/2" bud vases in Fuchsia, June Night, and other etchings, Copen blue Swedish optic vase, wistaria neodymium color 
changer 4 footed bowl, Fenton Mongolian Green twist candlesticks and custard mug with hand painted teddy beat scene, Paden City 
Crow's foot compote, Art Deco single candlestick, 10" black glass bud vase with hand painted accents attributed to Cambridge, and 8" 
amethyst bud vase with ribbed connector foot.

604

39 Pcs EAPG Glass - Frosted Lion, Three Face, Colorado Croesus, Heisey, World's Fair Souvenir, Etc - Gillinder Frosted Lion tall candy 
box/ covered sugar jar, Westmoreland Shell and Jewel and Duncan Broken Arches water pitchers, ruby flash Nail 1893 sherry 
and  mini mug 1933 World Fair souvenirs, 8 Duncan ca 1891 #40 punch cups, Heisey Pineapple and Fan sugar and creamer, Chicago 
souvenir emerald Colorado pattern mug, 2 footed sherbets with stork pattern, green and custard mugs and pitcher, purple Croesus 
spooner with gold wash, 2 trupet vases incl Duncan #63 Homestead, and many more pcs - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges Third 
Party Shipping

605 Adorable "Seals" Austin Chalk Sculpture w/ Orig. Tag - AP3207 12" wide x 12" tall (some scratches in finish, see photos) {in house 
shipping available}
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606

Cabinet FULL of 50+ Pcs Misc Heisey Glass with Colorful Candlesticks and more - #112  Moongleam, Sahara, Flamingo, Clear and 
Hawthorne with flower cutting, Pluto and Miss Muffet Moongleam, clear Sunflower and Liberty single low candlesticks, New Era 2 
light Candlestick and 2 rectangular bobeches without prisms, 1951 Ohio Centennial twist platter, United Brothers Masonic sterling 
overlay covered jar, Elks trophy urn with sea horse handles, pr Ipswich candleholders/ favor vases, Prison Stripes vase and berry bowl, 
Yeoman cut stacking cream and sugar, 7" 1976 Rococo Heisey Convention plate, Droop #1558 bowl vase, Victorian Block oval relish, 
sugar, goblet and tumbler, salt with as is top and cruet without stopper, 5 Diamond Optic #3380 Old Dominion footed iced tea 
tumblers, Rose Etch Waverly cream and sugar, Waverly and Yeoman etched oval olive/ celery relishes, other tall single, double and 
triple candleholders, pr Waverly inserts, Fern divided relish, small Waverly sugar, tumbler for tumble up set, salt and more - Local Pick 
up only or buyer arranges third party packing or shipping inquire about options before bidding

607 Resin Parrots on Perch Boudoir Lamp - cute pair fo birds sitting upon an bellform, shade and light raise up above to light the sculpture 
whenthe lamp is on - in house shipping avaialble

608 29" x 19" Art Glass Panel with Sand Blast Panther In The Forest - Artists moniker lower left, intriguing jaguar face amidst the foliage 
with rough cut upper left edge, mounted in iron tab feet - local pickup only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

609 Replogle 16" diameter Globe World Classic Series E-18 - In house Shipping Available

610

9 Pokémon 23K Gold Plated Burger King Ingot Style Pokémon Cards in Ball Holders with Boxes - Complete set of 6 with boxes folded 
flat (Pikachu and Togepi with cards and case, Charizard with case, Poliwhirl, Mewtwo and Jigglypuff) 2 extra Poliwhirls with one box 
and Pikachu with no box, extra Charizard box and half Togepi box, 9 original ballcases, 4 with card holder inserts, all have been played 
with, need cleaning, some tape to boxes - see photos for details - in house shipping available,

611 Talking Mysteries: A Conversation with Tony Hillerman Book - 1991 publication, third printing in fine condition signed by author Tony 
Hillerman & Ernie Bulow, & by illustrator Ernest Franklin {in house shipping available}

612

35 Pcs Fostoria American Serving Bowls and Trays Compotes, Pitchers, Cream and Sugars and More - 8 1/2" pitcher, 7 1/2" flared lip 
vase, 6" covered compote (9" with lid), 5" x 2.25" reg nappy, divided 5 1/4" bowl/ party server, 2 ind. salts, 5 1/2" handled sugar with 
cover and 4.25" creamer, 10.5" oval platter, 13 1/2: oval torte bowl, 3" hat vase, 6 ind square ash trays, 2 sets ind. cream and sugars ( 
one with tray), 2 -12" divided relish boats and 2 oval 9" bowls, mayo with spoon, three toed 7" tidbit, 7" bonbon, 7" plate and 10" 
bowl, 8 1/2" small boat  and 13" shallow fruit bowl - in house shipping available

613

50 Vintage Rock and Roll vinyl Record Albums - Rolling Stones Made in the Shade, The Who Who's Next, Moody Blues Seventh 
Sojourn and Threshold of a Dream, ELO Out of the Blue, Stephen Stills Live, Doobie Bros Minute by Minute, Joe Walsh Neighborhood, 
Robert Plant Pics at 11, ABBA, Crosby Stills and Nash, Crosby Stills Nash and Young, Heart Dog and Butterfly, Pat Benetar Crimes of 
Passion, Thorogood Live, Bob Seger Steel Bullet Band Against the Wind, Peter Frampton I'm In You, Meatloaf Bat out of Hell, Rod 
Stewart Collection, Air Supply Greatest Hits, Bay City Rollers Greatest Hits, 3 Dog Night One and Live, Boz Scaggs and Greatest Hits, , 
Commodores, Blood Sweat and Tears, Hair soundtrack, Sly and the Family Stone, Rick James, Ohio Player, Get The Knack, Rod Stewart 
Foolish Behavior, Donna Summer On the Radio. Chaka Khan Rufus, Conspiracy of Hope, WRKO Hall of Fame, Cowsills Best, Whitney 
Houston The Very Best of  Jim croce, Lulu To Sir With Love, The Best of The Beach Boys, Super Bubble, Linda Ronstadt - USA and Cat 
Stevens Teaser and the Fire Cat - mixed lot, varied conditions - in house shipping available. minimal inspection showed records to be 
in good playable condition, but sold as is - in house shipping avaiable

614 10 Hand Painted Henriot Quimper French Faience Ceramic Tiles - ea. 4 1/16" square with hand painted floral design (in near mint 
condition) {in house shipping available}

615

3 Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" Mid Century Modern Vessels - 19" folded slab form ewer with raised circles and 
incised line all over free form design with small decorative handle and pinched rib in 3 tone earthen glazes, 22" Slumping  pedestal 
candle stand with collar and bulb form hand thrown and built construction adorned with flower circle and vertical line bands (chip to 
lip) and fantasy face pitcher with  wild imaginative face with stuck out tongue (edge roughage to tongue, repaired chip to rim) - 
Renowned Sarasota potter of the 1960s and 70s with innovative designs, glaze formulas and forms - Dick Wagner was an important 
part of the 1960s-70s art scene in Bradenton Florida, owner of Stonewheel Gallery and active member in Florida Craftsman shows 
and events. Approaching clay with an open mind and allowing the spirit to flow, no two pieces are exactly alike, selections here are 
from his family estate collection - in house shipping available

616

135" x 99" Persian Hand Knotted Rug with Three Stepped Diamond Medallion Design - Warm orange color hues with white central 
stepped diamond medallion flanked by 2 light blue diamonds all with four directional floral designs, orange field filled with floating 
floral rosettes and leaf designs, stepped spandrels, double border with center and double mirrored guard bands - Soft, pliable and 
very fine knots - not sure of fine wool or  cashmere? with cotton fringe, high knot density but hard to distinguish, I think it is about 20 
knots per inch/ 7-8 per mm - local pick up only or buyer arranges third party packing and shipping

617 15 Pcs. Coalport Indian Tree China - incl. 10.5" dinner, 5 - 7 7/8" salad, 9" dessert, & 8 - 6 3/4" sauce bowls (all in good condition) {in 
house shipping available}

618

3 Master Grade Transformable Mobile Weapons/Armor Suit Model Kits- Bandai, Etc - Bandai Master Grade MSA-0011 S-GUNDAM E.F.
S.F. Transformable Mobile Suit and MS-18E KAMPHER Principality of Zeon Assault Use Mobile Suit model kits, complete, with photo 
top insert and instruction booklets (clear box graphics, English and Japanese text, good color some bending and creases), and Johnny 
Ridden's MS-06R-2 Zaku II Mobile Suit Variation Model ( most part sets are sealed in original plastic, some separated, appears one or 
2 pieces may be missing) with great box image, some bends and creases - in house shipping available

619 6 Unopened in Shipping Boxes The Book of Mormon Board Games - 1990/2000 Richard-Merlin Atwater All Rights Reserved, all boxes 
are sealed in cardboard mailers except the one opened to show - in house shipping available

620

8 1/18 Diecast Model Cars in Boxes - Maisto Special Edition, Revell, Anson Ertl American Muscle, etc - 1:18 scale replica models - 
Maisto Special Edition red Mustang Mach III, Audi Supersportswagen "Rosemeyer", black Porsche Boxster with red interior and blue 
Porsche 911 Carrera cabriolet, Anson red Ferrari 550 Maranello, Road Legends Cadillac Eldorado Seville (1958), Revell Scale 
Masterpieces Pininfarina Mythos Powered by Ferrari and Ertl Collectibles American Muscle '70 El Camino SS454 - All in original boxes, 
some boxes show wear, see photos - in house shipping available
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621
2 Yoruba Diviner's Beaded Lizard Crocodile Panels/ Sashes - cowrie shell eye, head ridge and toe accents, spirit helper body panel 
accents of 2 fish  diamond tail and 51"×13" with cowrie shell eye and toe accents, w diamonds on body.  and mixed bead diamond tail 
- in house shipping available

622
20 Pcs Heisey Rib & Panel #411 and Peerless/Colonial #300 - 9 Pcs Rib and Panel (12" plate with some knife marks, 7" plate, flower 
compote, 3 - 4 3/4" wines, cruet, 3 3/4" tumbler and shot glass) and 11 pcs #300 Colonial Peerless (large and small compotes, oval 
pickle, ind. Berry bowl, toothpick and 6 -6" plates - in house shipping available

623 Collection Of 9 large Sea Shells - see photos {in house shipping available}

624 4 McFarlane Toys 200 Kiss Alive Action Figurines with Accessories MIP - in house shipping available

625

50 Vintage Jazz and Related Vinyl Record Albums with Corea, Miles Davis, Sanborn, Metheney and More - Chick Corea Delphi 1, Three 
Quartets, The Song of Singing, My Spanish Heart, Secret Agent, Tap Step, The Leprechaun, Piano Improvisations Vol. 1, Friends; 
Herbie Hancock and Chick Corea in Concert, Corea/Hancock, Return to Forever featuring Chick Corea Where Have I Know you Before 
and Light as a Feather,Pat Metheny group w/ Lyle Mays Mark Egan Dan Gottlieb, and Offramp, Miles Davis Kind of Blue, Decoy and 
We Want Miles, David Sanborn Debut and As We Speak, Keith Jarrett Eyes of the Heart and Changes, Al Jarreau We Got By, All Fly 
Home, and Look to the Rainbow Live in Europe, The Dave brubeck Quartet Time Further out Miro Reflections, Near-Myth/ Brubeck-
Smith, Stan Getz plays blues, Gene Harris Tone Tantrum, Wynton Kelly Smokin', One Night Stand A Keyboard Event Carnegie Hall, 
Jeffrey Osborne Stay with Me Tonight, Freddie Hubbard Backlash, Stanley Turrentine Tender Togetherness, Nina Simone and Piano!, 
Richard Groove Holmes Tell zit Like it Tis, Brecker Bros Debut and Don't Stop The Music, Randy Brecker Score, Bill Evans The Second 
Trio, alone, We Will Meet Again, and Alone Again, Carmen McRae I Am Music, Sam Rivers A New Conception, Les McCann Another 
Beginning, The Sonny Side of Stitt, Natalie Cole Thankful, Sonny Rollins Now's The Time! and George Russell Jazz Workshop - mixed 
collection, most in very good collection, some show wear - very minimal inspection found records in good shape - in House Shipping 
Available

626

Lot of Vintage Toys incl. Cap Guns, Tin Toys, Etc. - incl. miniature made in Hong Kong in plastic holder, Super-Numatic by LMCO, 
Trooper, Pow'r Pop cork gun, Marx Kentucky Rifle in orig. box cap gun, Dyna-Mite in orig. box, & Knickerbocker plastic suction cup, 
plus tin litho Western Germany wind up train, 2 Japanese toy cars, Audio Engineer in orig. box, Simplex Typewriter in orig. box, & 
more {in house shipping available}

627
5 Richard (Dick) Wagner "Stone Wheel Pottery" Mid Century Modern Vessel - varied color and form treatments of 4-5" vases - dark 
brown speckled glaze stonewqare, triangular with free form natural tans , orange drip gord form brown with irregular stiated panel 
sides and plum form with tiny neck and blue dip glaze panels - in house shipping available

628
9 Pcs Rosenthal Chippendale Shape Grone Blume (Green Bloom) Serving Platters & Bowls and a Teacup - 15" & 13" oval platters, 10", 
2 -9" and 2 -8" collar footed serving  bowls, 9" wide seving bowl with lid and handles and coffee cup (no saucer) - in house shipping 
available

629
80" x 51" Persian Hand Knotted Wool Pile Rug - Intricate all over weavings with central layered central medallion  and pendants on 
navy/ cobalt blue ground filled with floral designs and entwined vines, multi layered spandrels and border of large floral design with 
fine intricate guard bands - fringe and minor border loss to edges - in house shipping available

630 Su Daitch 2008 Acrylic On Canvas "Doodlebops" #1 - Floridian Artist 35 3/4" X 35 3/4 " Unframed {made to hang unframed painted 
edges}. {in house shipping available}

631 Su Daitch 2006 Acrylic On Canvas "Happy House" # 185 - Floridian Artist 35 X 35 Unframed {made to hang unframed painted edges}. 
{in house shipping available}

632 Original Vintage British Theater Poster for "The Forty Thieves" ca. 1920 - copyright Oldfield & Co. London, {fold and some ripples} 
framed 31 1/4X 21 1/4"  sight 1/2 X 19 5/8" {in house shipping available}

633 Asian Rosewood Carved 2 Door Cabinet - carved dragon decoration & 3 shelves - 39.5"x25.5"x13.5" {local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party shipping}


